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ABSTRACT
Unbeaten, bleached loblolly pine kraft pulp is separated into fiber popula-
tions characterized by differences in wall-fraction and mean fiber length, L.
Briefly, the procedure first involves separation of the bleached pulp into predomi-
nantly earlywood and latewood fiber fractions (low and high wall-fractions,
respectively) using a Jacquelin apparatus. These fractions are next subdivided
into fiber populations according to mean fiber length using a Bauer-McNett
classifier. Variation in mean fiber length within the set of earlywood and late-
wood fiber populations correlates with wall thickness and fiber diameter in a
manner similar to that within a tree. Static compressibility data show the re-
lationship between mat density, c, and pressure, Pf, follows c = M P- for P of
about 10 to 150 cm H20. In this expression the compressibility constant N is
found to equal 0.373 for earlywood and latewood fiber populations and the com-
pressibility constant M correlates with fiber length for all fiber fractions.
Compressibility, dc/dP, is greatest for shortest earlywood fibers and least for
longest latewood fibers. M is linearly related to (1/I)1/3, where I represents
-F -r -
the moment of inertia for a flattened fiber model, in agreement with the simple
compressibility model originally developed by Wilder. The linearity of the
relationship supports bending as the dominant mechanism in compressibility of wood
pulp, and suggests that the wood pulp fiber is essentially flattened prior to
bending. Since I is defined as 2/3 WT3 d , where WT is wall thickness and d-F - ~~t -- -f
fiber diameter, it appears that the wood pulp fiber dimensions influencing com-
pressibility are primarily wall thickness and to a lesser degree fiber diameter.
Trends in M with changes in mean fiber length of earlywood and latewood fibers
tend to follow previously reported changes in dynamic modulus of earlywood and
latewood in successive growth rings, and also in elastic moduli and fibril angle.
Average specific filtration resistance, <R>, obtained from constant rate filtration
data at a given pressure drop, AP,, in the range 10 to 90 cm H20 also correlates
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with wall fraction and fiber length. Percentage change in <R> is about comparable
to those trends observed for c; however, change in <R> with Lf is much greater.
Smallest earlywood fibers have highest <R> values and these increase most with
increase in AP compared with other fiber fractions. At constant mat density,
c= 0.100 g/cc, <R>/AP has a sixfold change arising from fiber morphological
variation. Local specific filtration resistance, R, is calculated from pressure
vs. time data obtained from constant rate filtration using a newly developed
statistical procedure for determining derivatives. Changes in R with fiber wall
fraction and length are similar to those found for <R>, but R values were much
higher and increased significantly more with pressure. The square of average
hydrodynamic specific surface, <S >2, is proportional to <R>, and this relation-
ship is comparatively insensitive to changes in c and average specific volume,
<v>. Calculated geometric specific surface is closest to <S > for latewood with-W
greatest fiber length, probably because these fibers most closely approximate
circular fibers. The swollen volume calculated from filtration and compressibility
data is considerably less than that of a cylindrical model, indicating fiber
collapse under fluid drag forces. The ratio of the two corresponding volumes is
almost 3 for earlywood and about 1.6 for latewood. Data for <v> also indicate
immobilized water varies from 1.04 to 1.97 cc/g with morphological changes.
Apparently most of this water is within the fibers and not elsewhere.
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in the genetic and silvicultural improvement of wood fiber proper-
ties has been increasing for many years, especially with respect to the correla-
tion of fiber improvements with the dry sheet properties of pulp. Changes in
sheet properties have been related to changes in morphological factors such as
cell wall thickness, length, and width (1-3). A comprehensive study on the re-
lationship between fiber morphology and kraft paper properties for loblolly pine
was also used as part of the basis for Tappi committee activities concerned with
the aim of assigning economic values to specific methods of alterning wood and
fiber properties (4). From such studies and activities it is apparent that there
is significantly more known about the relationships between fiber morphology and
products than is known about morphology and processes.
One process related area in which the role of wood fiber morphology is un-
clear concerns the hydrodynamic (water related) properties of pulp; specifically
wet mat compressibility, filtration resistance, average specific surface, and
average specific volume. Previous work has related these hydrodynamic properties
to the structure of model fibers; i.e., the effects of glass or synthetic fiber
dimensions and shape on compression and resistance to flow of fluids through
fiber mats have been reported (5-8). On the basis of such studies it is to be
expected that correlations would exist between wet mat compressibility and re-
sistance to fluid flow, as reviewed by Han (9), and certain aspects of wood fiber
morphology. One aspect is that thick-walled latewood fibers with relatively high
wall fraction and thin-walled earlywood fibers with relatively low wall fraction
would vary significantly in the compressibility of their wet mats. The latewood
fibers, which have thicker cell walls and greater axial elastic moduli (10-14),
might be expected to compress less readily into flattened cross sections and bend
to a lesser degree, thereby providing lower wet mat density and less resistance
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to fluid flow. Another correlative aspect would be variation in fiber length (9).
Short fibers which also have smaller diameters might be expected to pack tighter
than long fibers and give mats of higher density. In addition to the dimensional
aspects of wood fibers it is also necessary to take into account degree of delignifi-
cation since this also relates to mat compressibility and flow of fluids through
fiber mats (15,16).
In the past these hydrodynamic properties were of interest primarily in under-
standing paper machine processes such as drainage. Recently, however, technological
developments in the area of displacement washing and bleaching have made use of wet
mat compressibility and filtration resistance data in the design and operation of
equipment (17). Correlation of variations in gross fiber morphology, such as wall
fraction and fiber length, to these hydrodynamic properties should aid in equip-
ment design and development of efficient operating conditions.
OBJECTIVE
The aim of this study is to obtain correlations between the aforementioned
hydrodynamic pulp properties and wood fiber morphological variation, including
wall fraction and fiber length, using unbeaten bleached loblolly pine kraft pulp.
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE CONCERNING
MORPHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PULP FIBERS
Studies involving model systems of synthetic fibers (5-9) have demonstrated
the relative importance of fiber characteristics such as fiber cross-sectional
shape and length in influencing the hydrodynamic properties of pulp slurries.
Unfortunately, the pulp and paper industry does not work with "ideal" fiber
systems. Wood, the principle raw material of the industry, is morphologically
complex. The length of fibers varies within a given tree, and wood produced
in temperate climates contains cells of greatly varying wall thickness. The
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largest difference, however, between wood fibers and the solid synthetic fibers
previously used in model studies is that wood fibers contain a lumen.
WALL FRACTION VARIATION
Collapse of the lumens of wet wood pulp fibers under pressure increases
fiber conformability by altering the cross-sectional shape of the fiber. At
relatively low pressures fibers can collapse to varying degrees, and the degree
of collapse appears dependent upon the fiber wall fraction (percentage of the
fiber radius that consists of fiber wall).
For a softwood pulp major differences in wall fraction naturally occur
between thin-walled earlywood fibers which have lower wall fraction and thick-
walled latewood fibers. Earlywood fibers collapse at significantly lower com-
pressive stress than latewood fibers, and a comparison of the apparent transverse
elastic moduli (compressive modulus of the fiber wall) of wet earlywood and late-
wood spruce kraft pulp fibers also revealed earlywood modulus to be significantly
lower (14).
In order to study the effects of these differences between earlywood and
latewood wall fraction, the two fiber populations must be separated.
Usually the separation of large amounts of earlywood and latewood fiber for
laboratory investigation is a difficult process. Conventional separation is
achieved by splitting growth rings with a knife. Although the degree of
separation using this technique is excellent, the job is tedius and the time
required often prohibitive. Thus, large scale investigations are often impractical.
A mechanical method of fiber classification, which proposedly utilizes the
modulus differences between earlywood and latewood pulp fibers, was discovered
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by Jacquelin (18) and has been successfully used at the Institute (19,20). Briefly,
Jacquelin's procedure involves the slow rotating agitation of a pulp slurry in an
inclined cylindrical container as shown in the schematic of Fig. 1. The rotating
agitation causes the thick-walled latewood fibers to felt into flocs while the
more flexible thin-walled earlywood fibers remain in the field fraction. Each
fraction can then be isolated, redispersed, and reagitated to increase the degree
of separation.
BOWL I GUARD COVERING SHAFTS,
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Figure 1. Schematic of Jacquelin Apparatus
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FIBER LENGTH VARIATION
Fiber length distributions for unbleached loblolly pine earlywood and late-
wood fibers have been compiled and show for a range of specific gravities that
earlywood and latewood mean fiber length increases with increasing distance from
the pith. Thus, juvenile wood is composed of shorter fibers than mature wood.
This trend is generally true for all conifer species, and is exemplified by the
data in Fig. 2.
MICELLAR ANGLE
GROWTH RING NUMBER FROM STEM CENTER
Figure 2. Variation in Tracheid Length and S2 Fibril Angle in
Successive Growth Rings of Pinus radiata (21)
Latewood fibers for a given growth ring and specific gravity are longer
than earlywood, but within a given tree the range of earlywood and latewood
fiber lengths overlaps (22). Therefore, a single tree produces earlywood and
latewood fibers of the same length; however, the respective fibers may not occur
within the same growth ring.
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Unlike synthetic fibers, the lengths of unbroken wood pulp fibers are
related to other fiber dimensions (22,23). As the average length of a wood
pulp fiber increases:
1. average fiber diameter increases,
2. average wall-thickness increases, and
3. S2 fibril angle decreases.
The decrease in S2 fibril angle, 0, with increasing fiber length, Lf, shown
in Fig. 2 can be described by Equation (1),
Lf = a + b cot 0 (1)
where a and b are constants. This relationship is important since the S2 layer
comprises the majority of the cell wall, and decreasing the fibril angle increases
the apparent axial modulus of elasticity of the wall material (13,23,24).
The strong correlation of fiber length to these properties is a result of
the growing process of the tree. Fibers near the pith are influenced by a
rapidly growing apical meristem. They are generally short, narrow, thin-walled,
and have high S2 fibril angles. These fibers are called juvenile wood. As
distance from the pith increases, the influence of the apical meristem decreases
and an increase in the girth of the vascular cambium occurs (permitting the
diameter of the tree to increase with age). In order for the girth of the cambium
to increase, the cells composing the cambium (called fusiform initials which
through repeated division give rise to a radially directed row of fibers) in-
crease in number and alter their shape by increasing tangential diameter and
length (23). Fibers in turn become longer, wider, thicker walled, contain higher
wall fractions, and have lower S2 fibril angles and subsequently higher modulus
values with increasing age of the tree (23-25). The change from juvenile wood
to mature wood is a gradual one and varies from tree to tree; however, wood is
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generally considered mature when the ratio of earlywood to latewood is approxi-
mately equal. This occurs after about 10-years growth, i.e., distances greater
than 10 growth rings from the pith (22,23).
The isolation of fiber populations of corresponding length can be achieved
through a second mechanical process - Bauer-McNett classification. This fiber
length separation is based on the statistical probability that fibers of a
certain length will be retained by a given size screen during agitation and con-
trolled water flow.
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE CONCERNING
HYDRODYNAMIC EVALUATION OF PULPS
The flow of water through pulp fiber mats is of great importance since it is
involved in both pulp washing and sheet formation. Technically, washing and sheet
formation may be described by a process of filtration and/or permeation. Filtra-
tion generally refers to the retention of fibers on a screen (mat formation),
whereas permeation describes the flow of water through a previously formed mat.
These flow processes may be quantified using mathematical expressions based
on the well known empirical relationship, the Darcy equation (described below).
In the pulp and paper industry, evaluations of this type are generally referred
to as hydrodynamic evaluations.
A detailed review of the development of the field of hydrodynamics with re-
spect to the pulp and paper industry has been presented by Han (26,27). For the
sake of clarity, however, the development of the equations used to calculate
wet mat compressibility, filtration resistance, specific surface, and specific
volume is presented below.
WET MAT COMPRESSIBILITY
The wet mat compressibility of a wood pulp mat is generally defined by the
correlation of wet mat density to static load. Compressibility data is obtained
for first compression using the equipment shown in Fig. 3 in conjunction with
the procedure developed by Ingmanson and Andrews (29) as presented in the
Experimental section. Briefly, a fiber slurry is poured into the cylinder,
agitated, and allowed to settle. The porous piston is placed on top of the mat
and loaded with brass weights at equally spaced time intervals. Mat thickness
(and subsequently mat density) is measured as a function of pressure with the
dial micrometer.
The empirical correlation between wet mat density and static load used by
Campbell (30) for kraft and groundwood pulps has repeatedly been shown to apply
to other pulps for the pressure range of 10 to 100 g/cm 2 (26,27,31,32) and
appears applicable up to pressures of 104 g/cm2 (9). The empirical correlation
which was modified by Ingmanson (31) is of the form:
c = c +M P (2)
o f
where c is the mat density at zero stress which is usually about 0.02 to 0.04
g/cm 3, c is defined as the wet mat density at a pressure P, and M and N are
empirical constants. The equation is the result of the linearity of a log-log
plot of c vs. PT.
In an attempt to define the physical significance of the compressibility
constants M and N in Equation (2), Wilder (33) formulated a simplified mathematical
model to describe the compressibility of a synthetic fiber mat. Wilder's model
was refined by Han (9), resulting in a more realistic though still oversimplified
description of compressibility. Development of this refined model with discussion
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of the applicability of the necessary assumptions to wood pulp fiber mats is
presented below.
The model is based on the statistical arrangement of fibers in a bed such
that the fiber to fiber contact points are alternately arranged above and below
a given fiber, as in Fig. 4. The structure of the mat is assumed to consist of
horizontal layers (all fibers oriented in the x-y plane), and each layer supports
the applied load equally. End effects are neglected.
Figure 4. Alternate Arrangement of Fiber to Fiber Contacts
At any state of compaction there is a constant distance between fiber to
fiber contacts called the segment length, L . Applying the Onagi-Sassaguri
-S
equation (62) to the unstressed structure, the initial segment length, L
-s,o
is related to the initial solid fraction by the following equation,
co 3 df
Pf T-- L- = (3)
Pf S Ls,o
where Pf is the fiber density. The segment length is assumed to be statistically
the same everywhere in the mat and is constant for a specific level of applied
stress.
The initial mat density in a mat of unit area consisting of n similar layers
would be:
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where W is the mass of the fibers, L is the initial mat thickness and N is
the number of fibers per unit area.
Upon compacting a structural element, no deformation is assumed to occur
at the contact points (an assumption necessary to facilitate solution of the
resulting mathematical equations). Therefore, increase in mat density with
increase in pressure is due to an increase in the number of contacts brought
about by fiber bending. Increasing the number of contacts decreases L ; this





The number of contacts per layer, n , adjacent to two other layers is:
Nf L
n = (6)c 2L n (6)s
If the elastic deformation of the fibers is small, the deformation may be
assumed to be governed by the equations of beam deflection. This enables the





where L is the free span between two supports (Fig. 4), P is the magnitude of-n
the total load, E is the elastic modulus of the fibers, I is the second moment
of the fiber cross-sectional area or moment of inertia. The product EI represents
the flexural rigidity of the fibers, and K is a parameter dependent upon load
distributions The subscript refers to the number of spans
distributions. The subscript n refers to the number of spans.
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An infinitesimal load uniformly applied to the top of the mat is uniformly
transmitted through the mat via the interfiber contact points. The incremental
force sustained by each contact in the layer is dP /n . This force causes the
fibers to bend, when the simple beam theory described by Equation (7) is applied,
the reduction in thickness is:
dL-L 3 dPf
(8)n K EI n
n c
where:
L = W/c (9)
From Fig. 4, L is twice L , and from Equation (4), n = W/(c d ). This information
--n -o-f
plus Equation (9) substituted into Equation (8) yields:
d(W/c) (2Ls)3 dPf
(10)
W/(codf) Kn I nc
which reduces to:
dc (2L )3 dPf
From Equations (5) and (3):
c T 3 Pf df
L = L = f f (12)
s s,o c 16 c
Substituting Equations (4) and (12) into Equation (6) yields:
32 c c
n = 0 (13)
C T4 p2 d2
The final differential equation is obtained by combining Equations (11), (12),
and (13):
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For a wood pulp fiber system K , dr, and I are functions of Pf. Resolution
of Equation (14), therefore, leads to Equation (15) which has little practical
value since the integral cannot be evaluated.
However, for synthetic fiber systems in which the fibers do not appreciably
deform under pressure, d and I are essentially constant with respect to
changes in Pr. Furthermore, K has been shown to be a strong function of P
(6) such that,
where a and B are constants. With these contentions, Equation (15) reduces to:
Lacking understanding of the mechanism in Equation (16), the possibility of ±B
may be assumed; and when c <<c, Equation (17) becomes:
Although Equation (18) is only an approximate description of the complex
system of compressibility, it correlates well with experimental data, thereby
giving at least a qualitative indication how the compressibility constant M is
complexly related to the physical properties of the fibers comprising the mat.
Through development of this model, N appears to be significantly less dependent
on these properties.
From Equation (18) it is apparent that the most important factors influencing
wet mat density are fiber dimensions and pressure. Wilder (33) in a study of
compression, creep, and creep recovery showed that time was also an important factor,
with initial changes in mat density primarily due to the resistance of the mat
to the flow of water as pressure is applied very rapidly. Equation (18), there-
fore, applies primarily to relatively long periods of loading (several minutes)
where the mat has, for practical purposes, reached an equilibrium.
The effects of fiber dimensions on compressibility were also studied by
Jones (5) and Elias (6).
Jones (5) in a thesis on compression recovery response studied the compres-
sibility effects of fiber length, diameter, and modulus of elasticity (M.O.E.).
Using glass, Nylon, and Dacron fibers he was able to show that changes in wet
mat compression response are independent of synthetic fiber diameter, and that
mat compressibility at constant pressure increases with decreasing fiber length
and M.O.E. Southern pine summerwood pulp fibers were shown to have a similar
length vs. compressibility relationship; however, fiber M.O.E. was not measured.
Although the data compiled for the synthetic fibers was extensive, data
compiled for the wood pulp was minimal. Specifically, Jones' study incompletely
examined the effect of wood pulp fiber dimensions on compressibility.
Elias (6) further examined the factors relating to the mechanism of
compressibility of fibrous mats by developing equipment and techniques which
allowed individual fibers in the interior of thick glass fiber mats to be
visually observed while the mat was subject to compression. By observing the
arrangement and configuration of fibers within the mats, he was able to show how
the internal structure of the mat was influenced by fiber dimensions and how
the fibers respond to compression. As previously shown by Jones (5), fiber
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length was a critical fiber dimension in the glass system used by Elias. Beds
of longer fibers compressed more readily, i.e., showed a greater change in
solids fraction for a given increase in applied stress, then beds containing
fibers of shorter length. By observing the distance between fiber contacts
(segment length) this phenomenon could be explained. Elias found that segment
length was proportional to fiber length; the mean number of fibers touching a
given fiber per millimeter of fiber length decreased as the fiber length in-
creased. This increase in segment length allows fibers to bend more readily,
thereby making the mat more easily compressed.
In wood pulp fiber systems the process parameters of cooking and beating
have also been shown to be important factors influencing wet mat compressibility.
Gren (15) has shown that the compressibility constant, N, of fiber beds decreased
slightly with increasing kappa number. If the assumption is made that wood pulp
fiber stiffness decreases with lignin content, it may be noted that the compres-
sibility of a pulp mat (like synthetic fibers) also increases with decreasing
stiffness.
Han (9) has shown that wet mat density at a given applied stress increases
with increase in time of Valley beating. The effect of beating on fibers is
difficult to analyze, but Valley beating generally decreases mean fiber length,
and on this basis would be expected'to influence compressibility. This contention
is supported by observation that ball milling does not appear to affect compres-
sibility constants M and N.
For the above discussion, it may be hypothesized that the respective wet
mat density of earlywood and latewood at a given applied stress would decrease
with increasing fiber length; and that the slope of a plot of wet mat density vs.
pressure should increase more rapidly with pressure for thin-walled earlywood
fibers than for thick-walled latewood fibers.
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SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
Specific filtration resistance is a reliable index of drainage, and, there-
fore, an important property of the pulp slurry (31); and like wet mat compressi-
bility, constant rate filtration data from which specific filtration resistance
is calculated, is relatively easy to obtain.
The equipment used is schematically shown in Fig. 5. Briefly, a dilute
suspension of fibers, from an agitated holding tank, flows into the filtration
tube, and the fibers are retained on a septum (wire screen). The water is pumped
out of the tube through a rotameter at a constant rate, thus the name constant
rate filtration. As the mat gets thicker, the pressure drop increases and is
recorded with time on an electronic recorder.
PUMP
Figure 5. Filtration Apparatus
The equation from which specific filtration resistance, R, is calculated
is based on the differential form of the Darcy equation (31,32,34,35),
where q is the volumetric flow rate of a noncompressible fluid of viscosity, W,
through a fiber bed of cross-sectional area, A, and thickness, dz. which develops
a frictional pressure drop, dAP. The negative sign indicates flow in the downward
(negative z) direction.
The permeability coefficient, K, is related to the specific filtration
resistance, R, by the following expression:
where W is the mass of fibers per unit area of mat; therefore dW/dz represents
a local mat density, c.
W can also be expressed in terms of the filtration time, t, and stock
consistency, C.
Systematic substitution of Equations (20) and (21) into Equation (19) results
in an equation describing the local specific filtration resistance,
where B is a constant for a given filtration. The R described by Equation (22)
applies to a small but measurable section of the forming mat immediately above
the retaining screen.
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For a relatively dilute slurry, Cmay be assumed independent of t. Inte-
gration of Equation (22) will then yield an equation describing the average
specific filtration resistance, <R>, for the whole mat,
AP
Problems in obtaining accurate values for dAP /dt have necessitated use of
Equation (23) for calculation of filtration resistance values (26). Recently,
these problems have been resolved through development of an accurate numerical
procedure for differentiation (described in a later section).
The major factors influencing specific filtration resistance are pressure
and fiber dimensions. It may be observed from Equations (22) and (23) that
filtration resistance increases with dAPf/dt and APf/t and, therefore, pressure
and time are important parameters in the filtration analysis. Further mathe-
matical resolution of filtration resistance into its component parts (described
below) reveals that fiber specific surface and mat porosity are also important
factors. Filtration resistance increases with the square of specific surface,
and decreases with increasing porosity.
SPECIFIC SURFACE AND SPECIFIC VOLUME
The most successful mathematical relationship to describe the creeping
permeation of an incompressible porous bed as a function of certain physical
properties of the material composing the bed is, again, the Darcy equation
[Equation (19)]. The Darcy proportionality factor, K, is not only related to
the filtration resistance but is dependent on the structure of the porous medium.
This dependence of K on the physical properties of the porous medium was
found by Kozeny (36) to be a function of the porosity, E, and the specific
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surface per unit volume, S . Kozeny's relationship was expanded by Carman (37)
resulting in the Kozeny-Carman equation.
The Kozeny factor, k, in Equation (24) was unfortunately found not to be a con-
stant as originally believed, but also dependent on the porosity at porosities
greater than about 0.8.
In a study of air flow through fibrous materials, Davies (38) obtained an
empirical correlation to describe the dependence of k on E. Later, Ingmanson,
et al. (39) discovered that k was also dependent on fiber orientation. Since
mats formed during papermaking processes usually have fibers oriented with their
axis perpendicular to flow, the empirical correlation developed by Davies was
slightly modified to Equation (25) for solid circular cylindrical fibers.
Substitution of Equation (20) into the modified Darcy equation used to
describe filtration resistance [Equation (22)] yields an expression relating the
constant rate filtration terms, B and dAP /dt, to K.
Substitution of Equation (25) into Equation (24) yields an expression for K
in terms of E and S . By definition, E = 1-vc and S = S /v, where v is the
specific volume (volume denied to flow) and is the specific surface per grain
of fiber (surface to mass ratio). Incorporation of these substitutions into
Equation (26) results in:
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Equation (27) can be solved for v and SW from constant rate filtration data and
compressibility data with the aid of additional information describing the
pressure relationship of either SW or v.
Alternatively, Equation (27) may be integrated and rectified (rearranged
to the form of a linear equation) with the assumptions that v and SW remain
constant with respect to the integration, and the average mat density, cavg
is of the form (40)
This integration results in Equation (29) which can be solved for <v> and <S >
(average values of v and S ) through linear interpretation of a plot of APf/
(c t) vs. c
Linear interpretation of Equation (29) and other forms of the modified
Darcy equation (31) has been the accepted procedure for determining <v> and <S >
at the Institute. The development of this procedure has enabled clarification of
the relative effects of beating (29) and cooking (15,16) on the hydrodynamic
properties of pulps as well as contributed to the basic understanding of water
removal from fiber mats (31). Equation (29) appears to be in widespread use
throughout the paper industry and currently represents the best available method
of determining <Sw> and <v>.-w
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Alternative procedures for the hydrodynamic evaluation of specific surface
and swollen volume as functions of pressure have been presented (41,42). These
procedures, however, involve an invalid assumption. The procedures and assump-




ISOLATION OF FIBER POPULATIONS
A two way fiber classification scheme was developed; it is capable of
separating a large amount of wood pulp fiber into earlywood and latewood fiber
populations of varying length. A bleached southern pine kraft pulp was first
separated into earlywood and latewood fiber populations with a Jacquelin
apparatus. The earlywood and latewood populations were then subdivided into
smaller populations of varying fiber length distribution using a Bauer-McNett
classifier. The resulting fiber populations were morphologically homogeneous,
making them a desirable raw material for hydrodynamic evaluation.
RAW MATERIAL
A 27-year old medium dense loblolly pine was obtained from a natural even-
aged stand in Union Camp's experimental forest in Effingham County, Georgia.
The tree was 9.1 inches dbh (diameter at breast height), 81-feet high, and cut
into 16 5-foot bolts.
The bottom 5 bolts were longitudinally cut (on a sawmill circular saw)
into three sections as shown in Fig. 6 in order to increase the relative per-
centage of juvenile wood in the sample.
The three sections of each 5-foot bolt were then further divided (by sawing
with an 8-inch circular saw) as shown in Fig. 7.
PREPARATION OF PULP
The chips obtained from the rail portion of the fifth 5-foot bolt were used
in a preliminary cooking investigation to determine applicability of selected
cooking conditions (3).
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Figure 6. Cross Section of 5-Foot Loblolly Pine
Bolt Depicting First Sawing Pattern
CENTER
BOARD
Figure 7. Cross Section of 5-Foot Loblolly Pine
Bolt Depicting Second Sawing Pattern
Four conventional kraft cooks were then performed in a batch digester, each
using 900 g (o.d. basis) of chips selected from the center and slab boards.
After cooking, the chips were washed and disintegrated with hot then cold water
in a pulp washer, and dewatered without fines retention in a laundry centrifuge.
The resulting pulp was screened on a 0.009-inch slot pulsating screen and
screened yield determined. A representative sample of the screened pulp was
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removed and kappa number determined according to TAPPI Standard Method T 236 m-60.
A summary of the pulping data is presented in Table I.
TABLE I
PULPING DATA
Active alkali (as Na20)
Sulfidity (as Na20)
Liquor to wood ratio
Maximum temperature
Time to maximum temperature
Total cooking time
pH at end of cook
Yield
Screened rejects











For reasons previously discussed, bleaching was necessary. A CEDED bleaching
sequence based on prior experience (IPC unpublished work) was employed. The
bleaching conditions are given in Table II.
EARLYWOOD AND LATEWOOD SEPARATION
The bleached pulp was first separated into earlywood and latewood fiber
populations using the method originally developed by Jacquelin (18).
An electric stirrer was used to gently disintegrate 100 g (o.d. basis) of
the bleached kraft pulp with 10 liters of distilled water. The pulp slurry (1.0%
consistency) was poured into one bowl of the Jacquelin apparatus (schematically
shown in Fig. 1) and rotated for 12 hours at 36 rpm. The rotating agitation
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causes the thick-walled latewood fibers to felt into balls while the more flexible
thin-walled earlywood fibers remain in the field fraction. The resulting floc
and field fractions were then isolated as follows.
TABLE II
BLEACHING CONDITIONS





Residual C12, % of applied 16.2
pH 1.8







Third Stage - Chlorine Dioxide




Residual C10 2, % 2.9












Standard brightness as received = 89.4%
Yield = 97%
Three hundred grams of previously rotated pulp (3 bowls of 100 g each represent
1 run) were poured into a stainless steel tank containing 300 liters of filtered
tap water at 3-5°C. The flocs readily sank to the bottom, but with gentle
agitation the field fibers remained suspended and could be siphoned onto a
muslin-covered wash box. The tank was refilled with cold water and the siphoning
repeated until the amount of field fibers in suspension were depleted to the
point of negligible recovery. The tank was again refilled and the temperature
raised above 15°C. With the addition of heat, the solubility of air in the
water decreased and small bubbles were formed. These bubbles became trapped
in the flocs and carried them to the surface. Without agitation, the field fibers
remained at the bottom of the tank. The floc fibers were easily skimmed from
the water surface, leaving the remaining field fibers to be siphoned onto the
wash box.
The isolated floc fraction was washed to remove adhering field fibers using
the following method developed by Chang (43).
Ony liter of fiber flocs was poured into a 4-liter stainless steel beaker
which had been drilled with 2.5 mm diameter holes at about 1-cm spacing. Raising
and lowering the beaker in a large tank of filtered tap water diluted the free fibers
and caused them to flow outward through the holes, which were too small for the
flocs. The flocs were removed from the perforated beaker when the amount of free
fibers being removed became negligible. After all of the flocs had been washed,
the free fibers were siphoned onto a muslin-covered wash box and added to the
field fraction.
Each fraction was then redispersed and reagitated to increase the degree
of separation.
This procedure enabled separation of 30 g (o.d. basis) of pulp into early-
wood and latewood fiber populations each day.
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FIBER LENGTH SEPARATION
A Bauer-McNett classifier was used to separate floc and field pulp fractions
into fiber populations of varying length. The screen sizes (10, 20, and 65 mesh)
were experimentally determined to yield an optimum amount of fiber retained
(weight basis) as well as to maximize differences in mean fiber length. An uni-
dentified equipment change, detected by percent retained data, resulted in two
groups of on-65 mesh fibers for latewood. The separation, based on TAPPI Stan-
dard Method T 233 su-64 was as follows.
Ten grams (o.d. basis) of the respective pulp fraction were briefly agitated
(approximately 5 seconds) in a British disintegrator with 2 liters of water.
The resultant pulp slurry was then added to the first tank of the Bauer-McNett
classifier and classified for 15.0 minutes. Water temperature was 3-5°C. After
classification, the separated fibers were flushed from their respective screens
onto muslin-covered wash boxes. This method permits 30 g of pulp to be separated
each hour.
FIBER ANALYSIS
Standard 1.6 g handsheets wet pressed to 50 psig for 15.0 minutes made from
representative floc and field fractions were used to monitor the degree of
latewood-earlywood separation. Representative sections of the handsheets were
coated with a 60:40 mixture of Au/Pd and viewed with a JSM-U3 scanning electron
microscope to obtain a qualitative indication of the degree of separation. No
attempt was made to quantify the degree of separation by fiber counting.
Fiber lengths were determined on samples of not less than 1000 fibers with
The Institute of Paper Chemistry semiautomatic fiber length recorder according
to the method of Illvessalo-Pfaffli and Alfthan (44).
Fiber width and cell wall thickness were measured at 210X with a filar
micrometer on samples of not less than 100 fibers. Fibers were wet mounted on
glass slides in a mixture of water and glycerin and covered lightly with a
cover glass to insure that fibers, particularly earlywood, were not flattened.
The number of fibers per gram was determined by directly weighing air dry
samples of 100-300 fibers on a quartz balance accurate to 0.5 x 10- 6 g and com-
pensating for moisture content.
Percentage whole fibers were determined by counting the number of whole
and broken fibers in representative samples of not less than 200 fibers of pulp
fractions. The fibers were mounted on glass slides in mineral oil and viewed
at 35X.
HYDRODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
The hydrodynamic properties of the isolated fiber populations were measured
according to the procedures of wet mat compressibility, constant rate filtration,
and multiple pressure tap permeation.
WET MAT COMPRESSIBILITY
Apparent wet mat density as a function of pressure was determined for each
isolated pulp fraction with the equipment and procedure developed by Ingmanson
and Andrews (29).
A schematic of the equipment is shown in Fig. 3. Prior to each run, the
micrometer was zeroed with the piston placed in the empty cylinder. The piston
was then removed and the septum flooded with water from the reservoir. A repre-
sentative sample of a pulp fraction slurried in a British disintegrator at about
0.5% consistency was poured into the tube, stirred thoroughly with a glass stirring
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rod, and allowed to settle until the fiber level was below that of the overflow
level. The piston and cover were inserted, and the piston was gently lowered by
hand until it rested on the loosely formed fiber mat, at which point it was re-
leased and the foot of the dial micrometer was placed on top of the piston rod.
The mass of the piston and piston arm corrected for the buoyancy force of the
water formed the first weight.
Fifteen minutes after the micrometer was positioned, the micrometer was read
to obtain the mat thickness. A brass weight similar to the one shown in Fig. 3
was placed on the weight support and after 15 minutes the micrometer was read
again. This procedure was repeated with five additional weights of increasing mass.
After the seventh micrometer reading was recorded the water was drained out
of the tube, piston and cover removed, and the cylinder assembly detached from
the septum. The pad was quantitatively removed from the septum, placed in a
tared weighing bottle, dried overnight at 105°C in a forced air oven, and weighed.
Apparent wet mat density, c, was calculated as a function of pressure from
the pad weight, W , cross-sectional area of the tube, A, and measured pad thicknesses,
L, at various pressures using the following equation:
An identical procedure was used in a second compressibility apparatus. The
mass and water displacement of the new piston head and shaft, however, was
greater than that of the original equipment, and although the same brass weights
were used, actual compacting pressures differed slightly. Pad thickness was
measured with a cathetometer.
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CONSTANT RATE FILTRATION
The filtration resistance of the separated fiber populations was quantified
with the aid of a research model constant rate filtration apparatus schematically
shown in Fig. 4 using the procedure developed by Ingmanson and Whitney (31).
Deaerated pulp at about 0.01% consistency was agitated in the feed tank and
permitted to flow through the flow control valve into the filtration tube. In
the filtration tube the pulp slurry was maintained at a constant head while the
pulp fibers were collected by filtration on the septum. A constant filtration
rate was monitored with the rotameter and was maintained by varying the speed of
the gear pump. During the run a plot of time (t, seconds) vs. pressure drop
(Pf cm H20) was recorded with a strip chart recorder.
The information obtained from the experiment was used with Equations (22)
and (23) to respectively obtain local and average specific filtration resistance
values as a function of pressure for the samples.
PERMEATION
A multiple pressure tap permeation procedure was adapted from the experimental
techniques developed by Chang and Han (45). A schematic of the equipment is
shown in Fig. 8.
Deaerated pulp was placed into the feed tank and diluted with filtered,
freshly distilled water to approximately 0.01% consistency. A thick mat was
formed by slow filtration (1 cm/sec flow rate) and conditioned at 60.0 cm H20
overall pressure drop for 30 minutes by permeation with filtered, freshly
distilled water. The permeation was then stopped and the mat allowed to expand
freely for 15 minutes. The process was repeated until the mat thickness at
60.0 cm H20 remained the same (approximately 5-7 cycles). At this point, the
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pressure was measured at different levels in the mat with a pressure transducer
indicator.
PUMP
Figure 8. Permeation Apparatus
Latewood and whole pulp fiber populations with fiber lengths greater than
2.7 mm would not develop sufficient fluid drag forces to attain 60.0 cm H20 overall
pressure drop without the formation of mats of excessive thickness or permeation
velocities which exceeded the limits of laminar flow. To decrease the porosity
(and thus increase fluid drag force) a permeable piston with a static load was
applied to these fiber mats.
After permeation the mat was permitted to expand freely for 45 minutes. A
permeable piston was then placed on top of the mat, and the mat density determined
as a function of static load. From this point the compressibility procedure was
identical to that described earlier except a cathetometer instead of a dial microm-
eter was used to measure mat thickness.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MEASURED AND CALCULATED MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
FIBER SEPARATION AND DIMENSIONS
The two way fiber classification scheme developed for this work and pre-
sented in the Experimental Procedures section resulted in a series of earlywood
and latewood fiber populations of varying length.
Figure 9 is a comparison of scanning electron micrographs of handsheets
composed of field and floc fractions of bleached loblolly pine after two separa-
tions with the Jacquelin apparatus. The micrographs show the field fraction is
composed of predominantly earlywood fibers which easily collapse into flat
"ribbons," thus forming relatively dense mats with few openings for water to
pass through. In contrast, the floc fraction is composed of predominantly
latewood fibers which form mats of high porosity.
Jacquelin (18) attributed this morphological separation to relative fiber
stiffness. Observations made during this study suggest there is a critical
degree of relative stiffness required to achieve morphological separation. Un-
bleached fibers yielded field and floc fractions which contained no apparent
morphological separation. Only after additional lignin had been removed through
bleaching did separation into earlywood and latewood occur.
Table III summarizes the results of the Jacquelin separation and also shows
the degree of variability encountered in the system. An attempt was made to
compare the variability obtained during this study with that obtained by Jacquelin
(18,46-48); however, data of this type does not appear available in the general
literature. Apparently, this study represents one of the first attempts to





































a9 5% Confidence limits.
Quantity separated and relative percentages are not
proportional since isolation of floc-floc fractions
was terminated after a sufficient quantity had been
separated.
Field fibers resulting from floc fraction.
dFloc fibers resulting from field fraction.
The table shows that significantly higher percentages of fiber were re-
tained in the floc and floc-floc fractions. This result is in qualitative
agreement with the unusually high amounts of latewood fiber observed from the
cross sections of the unprocessed logs.
The quantitative results of the Bauer-McNett separation are given in Table
IV, along with the mean fiber length, Lf of each population. In addition,
the variability of results is reported.
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TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF BAUER-McNETT CLASSIFICATION
Water Temperature = 3-5°C (Normal Winter Temperature)
Amount Mean Fiber
Retained, Percent Length, L,
Pulp Fraction Screen Size g Retained mm -
Field-field
(400 separations) 10 mesh 1592.9 39.9 ± 2.5a 3.94 ± 0.04
20 mesh 1412.1 35.4 ± 2.4 3.05 ± 0.03
65 mesh 586.1 14.7 ± 0.9 1.63 ± 0.02
Finesb 399.7 10.0 ± 1.4
Floc-floc
(450 separations) 10 mesh 1558.6 35.3 ± 3.5 4.13 ± 0.06
20 mesh 1256.5 28.4 ± 9.0 2.98 ± 0.03
65 mesh(I) 1028.0 23.3 2.07 ± 0.04
65 mesh(II) 385.5 8.7 1.74 ± 0.03
Finesb 197.9 4.5 ± 2.0
Whole pulp
(150 separations) 10 mesh 531.7 36.3 ± 0.7 3.88 - 0.03
20 mesh 607.1 41.4 ± 2.4 2.76 ± 0.04
65 mesh 300.3 20.5 ± 1.9 1.49 ± 0.01
Finesb 25.9 1.8 ± 3.9
aArithmetic mean ± 95% confidence limits.
bDetermined by difference.
Fines loss for field-field was found to be significantly higher than for
other fractions. This higher loss was anticipated since ray cells and other
parenchymal tissue fragments would concentrate in this fraction.
The L values for fibers retained on 10, 20, and 65 mesh screens are signifi-
cantly different as graphically depicted on the histograms of Fig. 10-12. The
histograms also show that the lengths of the fibers retained on the various
mesh screens follow an approximately normal distribution function, thus supporting
the choice to use arithmetic means in Table IV to describe mean fiber length.
In addition, the histograms reveal that fibers retained on the 65 mesh screen
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Figure 10. Fiber Length Distribution for Field Fraction Retained





Figure 11. Fiber Length Distribution for Floe Fraction Retained
on 10, 20, and 65-Mesh Screens. Double Peak for 65-
Mesh Screen Described in Text
12.

have a narrower length distribution; this is reflected in the 95% confidence
limits.
Figure 13 is a comparison of scanning electron micrographs of handsheets
composed of latewood fibers with respective mean fiber lengths of 1.74 and 4.13 mm.
As previously reported by Dinwoodie (49), the micrographs show porosity increases
with increasing fiber length. These qualitative results can be extrapolated to
wet fiber mats; i.e., mats composed of short fibers should exhibit lower porosity
than mats of long fibers of comparable wall fraction because short fibers, which
are also thinner, pack tighter.
The measured morphological properties of the isolated fiber populations
are summarized in Table V.
An additional indication of the separation into earlywood and latewood is
given by the data on wall fraction, which was calculated from fiber diameters,
dr, and wall thicknesses, WT. The wall fraction of 30-32% for earlywood compared
with 62-68% for latewood fiber fractions (resulting in fibers that are readily
and less readily flattened as shown in Fig. 9) defines two distinct sets of
fibers. Wall fraction data are in agreement with that calculated from previously
reported fiber width and thickness measurements for loblolly pine (2). Earlywood
and latewood are further subdivided in Table V according to L . The range in
L of 1.6-3.9 mm for earlywood is about comparable with that of 1.7-4.1 mm for
latewood and also agrees with values previously reported for loblolly pine (2,3).
It is virtually impossible to chip, pulp, bleach, and isolate wood fibers
without imparting some physical damage to the fibers. However, great care was
taken during fiber isolation procedures to minimize the degree of damage. Table
V shows that in both sets 50 to over 80% of the fibers were whole. Therefore,




fiber dimensions to that previously described for the tree. The increases in
fiber width and cell wall thickness observed for earlywood and latewood fiber
populations correspond to the increases in mean fiber length as expected.
In summary, the major variations in fiber characteristics and in the wall
fraction for between-sets and in mean fiber length for within-sets of earlywood
and latewood. However, within-sets, increases in fiber width and wall thickness
accompany increases in mean fiber length. For convenience these joint trends
will generally be referred to and indexed in terms of mean fiber length.
NUMBER OF FIBERS PER GRAM
The measured number of fibers per gram, nf, decreases as L, df, and WT
increase for earlywood and latewood fiber populations, and the values observed
agree with calculated values of 10.3-13.3 and 6.9-10.0 x 105, respectively,
reported for earlywood and latewood fibers isolated from southern pine (50).
Changes in na were also predicted by assuming a circular cylindrical model to
calculate the volume of the fiber wall, V:
The number of fibers per gram can then be calculated geometrically, nG, using
Equation (32) with an assumption of a fiber wall density, pW, for bleached
loblolly pine earlywood and latewood:
Unfortunately, values for PW are difficult to obtain experimentally and do not
appear available in the general literature. However, calculated values for pW
of 0.27 and 0.36 for earlywood and latewood, respectively, were obtained to allow
nfG to agree closely with nf in Table V. They are in the range of 0.29 and 0.63,
respectively, reported for extracted swollen earlywood and latewood (51).
CALCULATED MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Moment of inertia, I, has been shown in a previous section to be an important
fiber property influencing the behavior of wet mat compressibility [Equation (18)].
Since I is a function of fiber dimensions, it may be calculated from the data in
Table V with the assumption of an appropriate fiber model. Thus, I might be ex-
pected to correlate with compressibility data to give some insight of the effects
of morphology on compressibility.
Choice of an appropriate model for calculation of I is critical because
I is also a strong function of cross-sectional shape. For this reason two
fiber models are presented in Fig. 14: the upper model represents the fiber
cross section as circular with the lumen uncollapsed; the lower model repre-
sents the fiber cross section as flattened into a rectangular shape with the
lumen completely collapsed. Both models are based on experimentally measured
fiber dimensions.
Although the models are a gross oversimplification of the real system,
they enable calculation of trends in relative I-values for fibers in the
collapsed and uncollapsed state.
Assuming the fiber wall is homogeneous and of uniform mass distribution,
moments of inertia for the circular, IC, and flattened, IZ, cross sections may
be obtained from Equations (33) and (34) which have been derived from the
elementary principles of mechanics:
4 4
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Both IC and I increase with increasing Lf in expected agreement with corre-
sponding increases in df and WT. IC is greater in all cases than IF because
the wall material is distributed further from the central axis of the fiber
when the fiber is not collapsed.
It is interesting to note that I for earlywood is about 2 to 2.5 times larger than
-C
that of latewood and that this trend is reversed for IF. Logically, the trends of the
flattened fiber model (I ) appear more reasonable; especially since in bending studies
-F
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of southern pine pulp fibers under water, latewood was shown to be five times
stiffer than earlywood (52). This stiffness or flexural rigidity is a measure
of the product, EI.
TABLE VI


































Data for the elastic moduli of wet southern pine pulp are not available,
but in general elastic moduli of latewood are greater than earlywood and E increases
with increasing fiber length (10-14,23-25). However, there is no evidence to in-
dicate that E is sufficiently low to compensate for the high moment values associ-
ated with the circular model. Therefore, on the basis of these studies (10-14,
23,25), it appears that the flattened fiber model may be more applicable to an
understanding of fiber bending, whereas the circular model is more representative






















The model equations developed for SG and v are represented by Equations
(35) and (36), respectively.
(35)
(36)
In Equation (36) vG represents the total volume of the fiber-wall volume plus
lumen volume.



































As mean fiber length increases, SG decreases for the latewood fiber popu-
lations. A similar trend is expected for earlywood, but is not observed because
SG for the 1.63 mm fiber population appears abnormally low. Experimental inac-
curacy in the measurement of df, Lf, or nf could conceivably account for this
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abnormality. Calculation of a value for S G which is greater than 5890 cm
2/g-WG
for this fiber population, through systematic variation of each of these fiber
properties, reveals that experimental error could have reasonably occurred only
in determination of nf. The value in parenthesis uses nfG in Equation (35) and
demonstrates the expected trend. Also in Table VII, earlywood fibers have
higher SWG values than latewood.
Values of vG for earlywood fiber populations are also higher than those
for latewood but are not within the range of 1 to 4 cm3/g usually observed by
measuring volume to mass ratios by filtration analysis (32).
The abnormally high value for earlywood may be a result of the change in
swollen volume of the fiber with pressure. Fiber measurements were made on fibers
with essentially circular cross sections, and the model reflects this cross-
sectional shape in calculation of yG. Earlywood fibers, however, have thin cell
walls and are more likely to collapse under pressure. Collapse of the fibers
would cause expulsion of water from the lumen and subsequently lower the volume
to mass ratio. On the other hand, thick-walled latewood fibers probably retain
much of their cross-sectional shape under pressure.
Fiber collapse may cause a slight increase in surface to mass ratio as the
fiber changes from circular to elliptical in cross section.
FIBER MORPHOLOGY AND WET MAT COMPRESSIBILITY.
COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS M AND N
Initial compressibility constants for the various morphological fiber
fractions described in Table V were obtained from linear regression of log-log
plots of wet mat density, c, vs. static load, PT, using the log form of Equation
(2) in which the c term is neglected:
-O
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log c = log M + N log Pf (37)
The data and resulting best fit curves (solid line) for earlywood and latewood
fiber fractions are presented in Fig. 16 and 17, respectively. The original data
are presented in Appendix I, and applicability of Equation (37) to the data may
be visually confirmed from these figures. Calculated values for the initial
slopes, N1, and intercepts M1, are tabulated in Table VIII and are within the
range of values previously reported by Han (9).
TABLE VIII
VALUES FOR COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS N AND M



































aLinear regression of individual fiber populations.
b(g/cm 3 )/(dynes/cm2 ).
CMultiple linear regression of total earlywood and latewood data, confidence




































Although the M1 values were determined statistically, they are sensitive
to the exact positioning of the slope (or N1 value), and normal variability in
the experimental data results in uncertainty over what slope should be used.
This uncertainty is manifested by the lack of correlation of M1 with fiber di-
mensions. Assuming the compressibility model, Equation (18), is applicable to
wood pulp fiber systems, a more tenable result would be an observed correlation
between Mi and LT in Table VIII [since M in Equation (18) is a function of d,
I, and E, and increases in each of these fiber properties correspond to increases
in Lf, M should also correlate to Lf]. Also on the basis of Equation (18), N
would be expected to remain essentially constant with respect to changing fiber
dimensions. This contention is supported by previous work in which beating and
high consistency refining did not influence N values appreciably (9).
Since N1 does not correlate with fiber dimensions (Table VIII) and in view
of Equation (18), N values for earlywood and latewood were assumed constant to
facilitate further data analysis. Incorporation of the logs of the earlywood
and latewood mat density vs. pressure data of Appendix I into a simultaneous
linear multiple regression analysis in which the same value of N is assumed for
every group (53,54), gave an overall adjusted value of N equal to 0.373 as well
as an individual value of M for each fiber population. These values correponded
to the weighted averages computed for separate independent regression runs.
The results of this regression analysis are reported as N and M in Table VIII.
Visual confirmation of the applicability of N and M to the experimental data is
provided by the broken lines in Fig. 16 and 17. On the whole, respective values
for N and M fit the data extremely well and in most cases the broken lines
superimpose the solid lines calculated from N 1 and M1 .
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COMPRESSIBILITY
Further evidence that N is essentially constant for the fiber populations
results from defining compressibility as the change in mat density with pressure,
i.e., dc/d_,, which represents the slope at a given pressure for plots of c vs.
P
From Equation (38) for a given pressure, dc/dP is expected to be proportional to
c and M if N is essentially constant. Table IX shows dc/dP remains practically
constant at P = 10 and 90 cm H20 for earlywood and latewood fiber populations
regardless of whether N1 and M 1 or N and M are used in the calculation. However,
only when N is constant for the fiber populations is dcdP proportional to M at
a given pressure. Hence, this mean value of N is believed more generally appliable
to the experimental data than the individual initial values. Since for any two
fiber fractions studied it would not necessarily be established that N can be
treated as constant, dc/dP provides a more reliable indication of relative com-
pressibility than the coefficient "M."
From Table IX it is observed at P = 10 cm H20 that the compressibility of
earlywood fibers is greater than the compressibility of latewood. Also as fiber
length increases, compressibility decreases for both earlywood and latewood
fiber populations. At P= 90 cm H20 the compressibility of the mats has greatly
diminished relative to P = 10 cm H 20; but differences between earlywood, late-
wood, and fiber lengths are still present albeit they are not as great.
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TABLE IX
COMPRESSIBILITY VALUES, dc/dPf, FOR MATS OF EARLYWOOD AND LATEWOOD

























































N 1 and Mi.
N and M.
WET MAT DENSITY
The systematic correlation of wet mat density and the major morphological
variations represented by differences in wall fraction of earlywood compared
with latewood and mean fiber length is shown in the three dimensional diagram
of Fig. 18. For clarification of trends, tabulated values are presented in
Table X and agree with results found earlier for first compression of loblolly
pine latewood (5). Mat densities and pressures are interpolated values based
on N and M as in Table VIII. The computer program used to develop the three-




INTERPOLATED WET MAT DENSITY,
G/CC
Pressure, Earlywood























1.74 mm 2.07 mm 2.98 mm 4.13 mm
0.0505 0.0493 -0.0481 0.0484
0.0655 0.0639 0.0623 0.0627
0.0761 0.0743 0.0724 0.0729
0.0848 0.0827 0.0864 0.0812
0.0921 0.0899 0.0876 0.0882
0.0986 0.0962 0.0938 0.0944
0.1044 0.1019 0.0994o 0.1000
0.1098 0.1071 0.1044 0.1051
0.1147 0.1119 0.1091 0.1098
A
The figure, although complex in appearance, is not difficult to analyze
if one imagines it represents a box. Concentrating on the base of the box, the
two horizontal lines (one in back and one in front) represent the pressure
axis with pressure increasing from left to right as indicated. The two shorter
lines forming the sides of the base are the fiber length axis with mean fiber
length increasing from back to front. Wet mat density is represented by vertical
distances from the base. Notice that wet mat density and pressure axes are loga-
rithmic whereas the fiber length axis is linear.
Separation of the two planes is associated with wall fraction differences
of earlywood compared to latewood (Table V), and reflects the ability of the
more easily collapsible earlywood fibers to form mats of higher density. The
planes are parallel because of the single value for N.
/
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The trend of decreasing mat densities with increases in mean fiber length
is shown by the tilting of the planes. Note that at all pressures in Fig. 18
or Table X, interpolated mat density is greater for smaller fibers, for which
there are more fibers per gram (Table V). Probably greater density arises be-
cause smaller fibers cause a decrease in segment length, L , and thus increase
the number of contacts, n , in the mat [Equation (6)].
The morphologically ranked M values may be visualized as resulting from the
extrapolation of the two planes in Fig. 18 to log P = 0 cm H20. But, if N had
not been smoothed, the calculated M values would have been appreciably different
as indicated in Table VIII.
CORRELATION OF M AND FIBER DIMENSIONS
Latewood fibers with their characteristic high wall fraction and near circular
cross section closely resemble the shape of the more intensively studied circular
synthetic fiber systems. Therefore, a comparison of the mat density response
to latewood fiber shape (length to diameter ratio, L /d ) with that of a synthetic
fiber system may indicate, at least partially, the extent to which the two systems
are similar. Such a comparison is made in Fig. 19 between latewood fiber popula-
tions at P = 50 and 90 cm H20 and Nylon at P = 50 and 100 cm H20.
The figure shows that the mat density response to L /df for the two fiber
systems is similar. Toward low axis ratios the curves for both latewood and Nylon
fibers at comparable pressures begin to rise rapidly, while at high axis ratios
the mat density appears to remain constant.
With N constant for the fiber populations in this study, the effects of
pressure may be eliminated from Fig. 19 by plotting fiber dimensions vs. compres-
sibility constant M. Figure 20 compares correlations of M with L /df as well
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NYLON FIBERS
HAN, S. T., PULP PAP. MAG. CAN. 70(9): T134 (1969).
as mean fiber length, Lf, for earlywood and latewood fiber populations; and as
anticipated the shape of the M vs. Lf/d curves are similar to that already
discussed for Fig. 19. However, in Fig. 20, notice the comparable correlation
of M and Lf. This is believed to result from the greater complexities of the
natural fiber system in which variations in fiber diameter are biologically
linked to changes in fiber length (Table V).
Lf/df
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
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As noted in development of Equation (18), the distance between points of
contact in a fiber mat (segment length) is an important property of the mechanism
of compressibility (9). The flat region of the curves in Fig. 20 corresponds to
a condition in which the fiber length is sufficiently long so as to insure con-
stant segment length. However, below a certain point, segment length will de-
crease with decreasing fiber length (6). Lower segment lengths cause higher
mat density (9), and in this case the higher values of M observed at low Lf
The separation of the curves for. earlywood and latewood corresponds to
differences in wall fraction, 32 vs. 66%, respectively. Using Equation (18) as
a guide, this separation could be due to differences in d I, and/or E, since:
Attempts to correlate M with d and (df4/I)/3 failed to give meaningful results
in agreement with studies.by Jones (5) in which wet mat compression response
was found to be independent of fiber diameter.
In view of the lack of correlation with df and (d 4/)1/3 in compressibility
of wood pulp, it appears from Equation (39) that fluxural rigidity (EI) is the
prominant fiber property contributing to the separation of the two curves in
Fig. 20. In order to fully interpret fluxural rigidity in terms of fiber
dimensions, the moduli as well as the moment of the fibers must be known.
Wood pulp fibers are anisotropic, and the mechanism of bending, which is
complex, involves more than a single modulus of the fiber wall. However, from
the literature previously cited it is reasonable to expect that the elastic
moduli for fiber bending would behave similarly to I in Fig. 15. On this
basis and Equation (39), M would be expected to correlate with (l/E I) 1/ 3
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Since modulus values were not measured for the fiber populations studied, and
cannot be quantified from the literature, a plot of M vs. (1/IF)l/3 is presented
Amazingly, this figure reveals a straight line essentially connecting
the seven fiber populations studied.*
*A constant area model based on the circular fiber model was also used to calculate
IF. When plotted with M a similar curve with a slight increase in the scatter of
the data was obtained.
MEAN FIBER LENGTH
EARLYWOOD LATEWOOD
1.6 A 1.7 A
3.1 O 2.1 !
3.9 0 3.0 0
4.1 V
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In view of the simplicity of the models involved, this result is quite
significant; first, it supports bending as the dominant mechanism in compressi-
bility of wood pulp; and second, it suggests that the wood pulp fiber is essenti-
ally flattened prior to bending. Since I is predominantly a function of wall
thickness [Equation (34)], it appears in a wood pulp fiber system that the
relative compressibility of a wood pulp fiber mat is primarily influenced by-
fiber bending which in turn is governed by the thickness of the fiber walls,
and to a lesser extent by the fiber diameter. These results do not imply, however,
that modulus is not sharing at least an equally important role in the mechanism
of wood pulp compressibility.
Not that decreases in M in Fig. 21 also relate to an increase in mean fiber
length (pyramids in circles) or earlywood and latewood (open and closed symbols,
respectively). The relationship of M with these morphological factors corre-
sponds to observations on the increase in relative elastic modulus of earlywood
and latewood in twenty successive growth rings of loblolly pine (13). Furthermore,
this modulus for latewood was higher than that for earlywood by an amount about
equal to the increase associated with growth. Growth, in turn, is accompanied
by an increase in fiber length, with some trends toward increase in fiber width
and wall thickness, particularly during the early decades of growth (21). Thus,
the trend of changes in M with changes in mean fiber length of earlywood and
latewood tends to parallel previously reported changes in elastic modulus of
earlywood and latewood in successive growth rings.
The observed correlation of M with (l/I)1/3 also corresponds to high corre-
lations of apparent axial modulus with fibril angle and fiber length (11,23,24).
As longer fibers are formed during successive years of tree growth, fibril
angle with respect to cell axis decreases [Equation (1)]; fiber axial modulus
increases, and, on the basis of this study, M decreases.
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Differences in M between the earlywood and latewood fiber fractions is also
supported by elastic modulus data (10-12,14). Relatively large differences were
observed between the axial modulus of latewood compared with earlywood and also in
the collapse force of wet fibers. Differences in the transverse modulus between
earlywood and latewood were not as great.
It may be interesting to notice that these differences between earlywood and
latewood are visually supported by Fig. 22 which compares actual oven-dry samples
of mats of comparable weight and mean fiber length previously subjected to compres-
sibility experiments. The earlywood fiber mat is of significantly higher density
than would be expected from Fig. 20. This is probably a result of the irreversible
collapse and subsequent conformability of the earlywood fibers and subsequently
less springback due to lower fiber stiffness.
Pad Diameters are Approximately 3 Inches
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MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF.
DERIVATIVES FROM CURVES OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
During the course of data analysis, it is often desirable to fit a smooth
curve as closely as possible to a set of experimental points. This is hand drawn
(with a conventional French curve or similar aid). However, unless the curve
is linear, the mathematical expression describing it is unknown.
One method of obtaining a mathematical expression to fit the data has been
to use conventional statistical procedures. These procedures, based on least
squares analysis, force the best linear, quadratic, cubic, or quartic expression
to the experimental points. Unfortunately, plots of the experimental points and
curves of the best fitting mathematical relationships are not always in close
agreement over the entire range of data.
A review of the literature revealed that an equation of the form:
y = bo + bixm + b2x
n (40)
has the capability of accurately fitting a wide variety of regularly curved plots
of experimental data (55).
By combining the least squares approach used in conventional statistics with
the versatile curve-fitting properties of Equation (40), a computerized method of
accurately describing experimental data points mathematically was developed.
This accurate mathematical description was easily differentiated, yielding a
derivative .of a curved plot of experimental data. Derivatives of this form
were essential in solving many of the hydrodynamic equations.
m n ..
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF y = bo, xb 2+ bx
The conventional least squares approach was used to fit experimental data
to the form of Equation (40).
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Let yi = dependent variable and f. = approximation to the dependent variable
= bo + X + b 2 X. Then the square of the difference is:
The conditions of a best fitting curve are achieved when S is minimized. This
minimum occurs when the partial derivatives of S with respect to the five unknowns
(bo, i b, 2, m, and n) in Equation (41) are zero. The result is the respective
normalized Equations (42a) through (42e).
To obtain values of bo, b1 , b2, m, and n, this nonlinear system of normalized
equations was solved simultaneously. The procedure used has been presented by
Nelson (56), and the mathematical method employed is based on the truncation of a
Taylor's expression. The procedure is detailed below.





and let the displacements be defined as:
where bo, b1, b2, m, and n represent arbitrary first estimates of bo, bl, b2, m,
and n, respectively.
A truncation of Taylor's theorem can then be applied to yield the following
linearized equations:
fl6bo + f2 Sbl + f3 5b2 + f46m + f5 6n F - (b0,bl,b2,m,n) (44a)
glSbo + g2 6bl + g36b2 + g46m + gs6n = - G(b0 ,b1,b 2,m,n) (44b)
hi6bo + h26bl + h36b2 + h4 Sm + hs6n = - H(bo,bl,b 2,m,n) (44c)
iiSbo + i26bl + i36b2 + i4Sm + i5
6n = - I(b0,bl,b 2,m,n) (44d)
JlSbo + J2 bl1 + J 36b2 + j46m + jsSn = - J(bo,bl,b 2,m,n) (44e)
Using Gaussian elimination, Equations (44a) through (44e) can be solved
simultaneously for bo, b1, b2, m and n. The displacements are then calculated,
respectively added to the initial estimates (bo, bl, b2, m, and n) to form a
revised estimate, and the equations resolved. Values for bo, b1, b2, m, and n
are obtained when the displacements become negligible.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
This numerical procedure has been incorporated into the computer program used
to calculate local specific filtration resistance (next section) and is presented
in its entirety in Appendix III. As written, the program requires the user to
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estimate initial values of b0, bl, b2, m, and n. Initial estimates of b0, b1, and
b2 are relatively unimportant and may be assigned a value of 1.0. Initial
estimates of m and n, however, are important. The number of iterations, and sub-
sequently the time required for program execution, is greatly reduced if estimates
of m and n are close to solution values.
More than one combination of values for b0, b1, b2, m, and n will satisfy
the conditions for a solution. Therefore, the user must be cautious in using
the accurate mathematical description of his data derived from this program
in the development of theories.
If desired, output is computed which can be plotted. A plotting program
used to plot the output is listed in Appendix IV.
The use of the program is exemplified in the sections on filtration
resistance.
FIBER MORPHOLOGY AND SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
Specific filtration resistance obtained from constant rate filtration
experiments may be calculated for either average, <R>, or local, R, values by
using Equations (23) or (22), respectively. The physical difference between
these two values is that <R> represents an average filtration resistance for
the whole mat during formation, whereas R represents the filtraiton resistance
of a small but measurable section immediately above the septum. Since there is
a pressure gradient throughout the mat (caused by the frictional force of the
water as it flows around the fibers), <R> may be considered related to this
gradient, whereas R is more closely related to the actual pressure drop measured.
Values for <R> and R were calculated for various pressures from averaged
pressure vs. time data using the computer program listed in Appendix V; the
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output for earlywood, latewood, and whole pulp fiber populations is presented
in Appendix VI. Values are lower than those reported by other researchers for
unbeaten softwood pulps (16,29) due to the lack of fines and fibrillations in
the fiber systems.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
The systematic correlation of average specific filtration resistance and
the major morphological variations represented by differences in wall fraction
of earlywood compared with latewood and mean fiber length is shown in Fig. 23.
Values are based on at least triplicate runs for each of the fiber fractions and
the 95% confidence limits were ±2 to 8.5% of the means (AP = 50 cm H20) which
ranked from 6.80 x 106 cm/g for the longest latewood fibers to 30.48 x 106 cm/g
for the shortest earlywood (Appendix VI). It is evident from the figure that
at a given pressure, populations of thin-walled earlywood fibers (top plane)
attain higher <R> values at pressure drops between 10 and 90 cm H20 than do the
populations of thick-walled latewood fibers of comparable length, and, <R> in-
creases as fiber length decreases for either earlywood or latewood fiber popula-
tions. Values for whole pulp data which are not displayed but may be obtained
from Appendix VI fall between the earlywood and latewood planes, and analysis
has shown that the higher percentage of latewood observed in the whole pulp
(Table III) is reflected in the proximity of the whole pulp values to those of
latewood.
These changes in average filtration resistance with fiber morphology may
best be explained by qualitative analysis of the geometry of the fibers. Slight
rearrangement of Equation (29) results in .an expression for <R> in terms of its
components, average specific surface, <S >, and average specific volume, <v>,
as well as mat density, c:
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From Equation (45), <R> is observed to be proportional to <SW>2 (a point discussed
in detail in a later section). Table VII has already shown that the geometric
surface to mass ratio, SWG' increases significantly as fiber length decreases.
The corresponding increase in <R> is in accord with this finding.
The data presented in Table V show that the thinner-walled earlywood fiber
populations are composed of fibers of greater width and generally lower mass than
latewood fibers of comparable length. Thus, higher geometric surface to mass
90
ratios are expected for the earlywood fiber populations, and on this basis so
are the higher values for <R>. Qualitatively, this comparison may be visualized
from Fig. 24 which compares identically formed handsheets of longest and shortest
earlywood and latewood fiber fractions. By observation, fiber surface area per
unit of mat exposed to fluid flow is highest for the 1.63 mm earlywood and lowest
for the 4.13 mm latewood fibers.
The increase in <R> with increasing pressure drop also varies significantly,
the greatest percent increase being for the smallest earlywood fibers. This
variation in <R> with pressure is about comparable, on a percentage change basis,
to those trends observed for wet mat density. However,, the change in <R> with
fiber length is much greater than the change found for c. This means that in a
comparison of mats of constant density and varying fiber morphology, as in Table
XI, about four times the filtration resistance for the shortest earlywood fibers
occurs at a lower pressure compared to that of the longest latewood fibers.
LOCAL SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
Accurate calculation of local specific filtration resistance, R, results
from the mathematical procedure for determining the derivative, dP /dt, using
Equation (40). The precision with which Equation (40) fits the data is exemplified
in the average pressure vs. time plots for earlywood, latewood, and whole pulp
fiber populations shown in Fig. 25, 26, and 27, respectively. The empirical
constants, bo, b1, b2 , m, and n, which were statistically derived for each set
of data are summarized in Table XII.
The effects of fiber morphological variation and pressure drop on R are
shown in Fig. 28. Trends are similar to those previously described for average
filtration resistance (Fig. 23); i.e., for a given pressure, thin-walled early-
wood fibers (top plane) attain higher R values at pressure drops between 10 and
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Figure 24. Scanning Electron Micrographs of 1.6 g Handsheets Wet Pressed to 50 psig
of 4.13 mm Latewood (Upper Left), 1.74 mm Latewood (Upper Right), 3.94
mm Earlywood (Lower Left), and 1.63 mm Earlywood Fibers
(Lower Right)
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90 cm H20 than do populations of thick-walled latewood fibers of comparable
length, and R increases as fiber length decreases for both fiber populations.
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drop and t = time.
Although variations in R with morphology are similar to those previously
described for <R>, variations in R with pressure are significantly different.
Comparison of Fig. 23 and 28 reveal that at all pressures in the range studied,
R is greater than <R>, and the difference between these filtration resistance
values increases with increasing pressure. Both figures show the increase in
filtration resistance with pressure is greater for earlywood (in comparison to
latewood fibers of comparable length) and short fibers (in comparison within sets),
with the greatest increase being for the 1.63-mm earlywood fiber population;
however, these increases are much more pronounced in valuesfor R where pressure
effects are localized and not averaged throughout the mat.
FEASIBILITY OF DETERMINING SW AND v
AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE
In the review section on hydrodynamic evaluation of pulp, Equation (29) was
developed; it is generally used to calculate the average hydrodynamic specificsurface and swollen volume. The solution procedure involves rectification (linear
In the review section on hydrodynamic evaluation of pulp, Equation (29) was
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interpretation) of a curved plot of APl/(c/2t) vs. c 3 . However, this procedure
has been questioned (57), and as an alternative, Meyer (41) presented a procedure
for determining <v> and <SW> from Equation (29) which recognizes the physical
phenomena of fiber deswelling with pressure. When the plot of AP /(cl/2t) vs.
3 was analyzed over narrow ranges of c3 with the aid of Lagrange interpolation,
values of <v> were observed to decrease with increasing pressure whereas <S >
-W
slightly increased (41,58).
As a second alternative, Meyer (42) solved Equation (19) in terms of pressure
changes within a permeated mat, thereby establishing a means of eliminating the
objectionable integration process in which SW and v must be assumed constant.
-w
Equation (46) is the resulting equation in rectified form:
where F and X represent complex functions of experimentally measureable quantities
involving pressure and mat density (45). A second equation was obtained by some
authors (45,59) by taking the derivative of F with respect to X. In doing so
it was assumed that SW and v were insensitive to pressure over very narrow
ranges. Accordingly, dSW/dX and dv/dx were taken as zero and the resulting
equations solved with the aid of quadratic smoothing. It was later recognized
by the authors that the method was invalid (60), and the work was discontinued.
The advantage of these procedures was that they recognized the pressure
dependence of S and v brought about through fiber conformability and deswelling.
Their major drawback, however, was the inherent assumptions which cannot be
justified but are necessary for solution. This section briefly describes refine-
ments developed to improve these calculation procedures, analyzes the inherent
assumptions involved in their calculation, and thus presents the basis for re-
jecting them in favor of adopting the method presented by Ingmanson and Andrews
(40) for determining average values of specific surface and volume.
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REFINEMENT OF CALCULATION PROCEDURES
As mentioned above, the curved plots of APf/(c 2 t) vs. c 3 from Equation
(29) and F vs. X from Equation (46) were analyzed using Lagrange interpolation
and quadratic smoothing to determine values of specific surface and swollen
volume as functions of pressure. Both of these procedures, however, are cumbersome.
Prior to the realization that these procedures do not yield meaningful results,
they were refined using the procedure for numerical differentiation presented
earlier. Through computerization of these refined solution procedures for
Equations (29) and (46), values of specific surface and swollen volume were
obtained as functions of pressure which were in qualitative agreement with those
presented previously (41,45,58,59). The computer programs describing the calcula-
tion procedure are presented with the results in Appendices VII and VIII,
respectively.
ANALYSIS OF ASSUMPTION IN DETERMINING S AND v AS FUNCTIONS
OF PRESSURE
The above methods of analyzing filtration and permeation data were once
considered the best procedures for determining S and v for wood pulp fiber sys-
tems. But recently, Grace (61) and Nelson (53) have criticized the procedure
involving constant rate filtration on the basis that it involved an unjustifiable
assumption which had no physical significance. The assumption results from
solving one basic equation containing two unknowns without additional information.
The permeation procedure which also solves one equation with two unknowns is
subject to a similar assumption. The mathematical argument leading to the
exposure of the filtration assumption is presented in Appendix IX.
Clearly then, in order to establish the dependence of S and v on pressure,
a second independent relationship is needed. Such a relationship is not now
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available. Therefore, the procedure presented by Ingmanson and Andrews (40)
which determines a single average value for surface and swollen volume from
constant rate filtration and compressibility data was adopted for this study.
As already mentioned, this procedure involves drawing the best straight line
through a curved plot of APf/(cl/2t) vs. c 3 as shown in Fig. 29. Values for <S >
were observed to be relatively insensitive to the exact positioning of this line.
Variations observed were insignificant compared with changes in <S > between the
W
fiber populations isolated. However, values for <v> were observed to be very
sensitive to positioning of the best fit line.
To ensure unbiased results, linear regression was used to position the best
straight line through the data for values of c3 corresponding to AP = 50 to 90
cm H20 (Fig. 29). This pressure range corresponds to the approximately linear
portion of the data.
Changes in <S > and <v> with wall fraction and fiber length using this calcu--W
lation procedure are presented in the next section.
FIBER MORPHOLOGY AND AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE AND VOLUME
Average specific surface, <S >, and average specific volume, <v>, were
determined by graphical solution of Equation (29) involving linear regression of
a plot of AP /(c 1/2t) vs. c3 from AP = 50 to 90 cm H20, utilizing filtration
resistance and compressibility data. Details of the solution procedure are
presented in the computer program of Appendix V. Results are included in
Appendix VI and Table XIII.
Values for <S > are slightly lower than those reported previously for unbeaten
bleached southern pine kraft (31). The difference is attributed to the lack of
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fines material in these highly classified pulp fiber populations. Values for <v>
are within the usual range of 1 to 4 cm3/g observed for filtration data (32).
TABLE XIII
CORRELATION OF MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATION WITH AVERAGE SPECIFIC






A log-log plot of average specific filtration resistance, <R>, vs. average
specific surface, <S >, is presented for earlywood, latewood, and whole pulp fiber
populations in Fig. 30. The figure shows that there is an essentially linear
relationship between log <R> and log <S > which agrees with results presented
w
previously (26). The slope of the line connecting the data equals 2.0 and implies
that in Equation (45) the sum of the terms containing c and <v> does not vary
significantly for the various fiber fractions.
Figure 30. Plot of Average Specific Filtration Resistance, <R>,
vs. Average Specific Surface, <§>, with Slope of Line =
2.0 at AP = 50 cm H20
MEAN FIBER LENGTH
EARLYWOOD LATEWOOD
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The values for each term, T 1 and T2 are shown in Table XIII. Although the
second term has a clear trend, its value is significantly less than that of the
other term, which varies relatively little. Consequently, whatever trend there
may be in the sum of the terms, <R>/<SW>2, it is insufficient to cause the slope
in Fig. 30 to vary significantly from a value of 2.
Hence, for the various fiber fractions under study, <R> is essentially a
reflection of <S >2 and is relatively insensitive to changes in mat density
w
and specific volume. Therefore, variation in <S > with fiber morphology will
be relatively the same as those previously described for <R>.
The tendency of the longest latewood fibers (4.13 mm fraction) to resist
collapse, as shown in Fig. 24, indicates that aqueous suspensions of these fibers
compared with those in other fractions probably would be closest in behavior
to fibers with circular cross section. This is supported by the similarity in
the corresponding hydrodynamic, <S >, and geometric, SWg specific surface data
in Table XIII. Changes in morphology, such as in more flattened cross section
(Fig. 24) and significantly more broken fibers with open ends (Table V) for the
shortest compared with the longest fibers, are believed to result in the greater
differences between the corresponding values for <S > and WG presented in Table
XIII.
Thus, the latewood fraction with the greatest mean fiber length, which is
probably nearest in behavior to the circular fibers, has a hydrodynamic specific
surface closest to the calculated geometric specific surface.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME
Table XIV compares the average specific volume, <v>, obtained from filtration
resistance data with the geometric volume, G' calculated from the fiber dimensions
using a circular cylindrical model (Table VII).
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TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF SWOLLEN VOLUMES
Lf' <V>' -G' Rectangular
mm cm 3 /g T/gv> Vblune., cm 3/g
Earlywood
1.63 2.50 (7.33)a 2.9 (1.38).a
3.05 2.59 6.63 2.6 1.37
3.94 2.30 7.16 3.1 1.47
Latewood
1.74 2.27 3.26 1.4 1.28
2.07 2.19 3.21 1.5 1.35
2.98 2.11 3.32 1.6 1.40
4.13 1.66 3.04 1.8 1.32
Based on nf-fG
bRectangular volume = 2(WT) d Lif f.
The values for <v> are considerably lower than those for vG, with the ratios
of the two volumes equal to about 3 for earlywood and 1.6 for latewood. The large
differences observed between <v> and G are in part a reflection of the inability
of the circular model to account for a decrease in swollen volume due to collapse
of the fiber lumen. However, the collapse of the lumen is probably not complete
since calculated rectangular volumes in which the fiber is assumed completely
collapsed, as in the lower portion of Fig. 14, are lower than corresponding values
of <v>.
The average specific volume, <v>, of fibers presented in Table XIII is in
essence the volume of dry fibers plus their associated immobilized water per
gram of dry fiber (31). By subtracting an assumed constant inverse pycnometric
density of 0.62 cc/g for dry fibers from the specific volume (29), the increase
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in <v> in Table XIII can be observed to correspond to an increase in immobilized
water of 1.04 to 1.97 cm3 water per g fiber. Further assuming there is no
increase in fiber swelling as found when fibers are beaten (29), it is concluded
that most of this increase arises from more water being immobilized in the inter-
stitial regions of the fiber mat as a reflection of changes in fiber morphology,
particularly decreases in fiber length (accompanied by decreases in fiber width
and wall thickness) and wall fraction.
Specific volume data may also be converted to pulp consistency [consistency =
mass dry fibers/(mass of dry fibers + water)]. For specific volume of 1.66 to 2.59
cc/g, the apparent fiber consistency is approximately 49 to 33%, respectively.
A consistency of about 33% would be a more credible maximum since fibers at this
consistency are to a great extent considered dewatered. This discrepancy is
probably a reflection of the limitations of the assumptions made in deriving
Equation (29). Nevertheless, a relatively high consistency suggests that the




Mechanical separation of unbeaten, bleached loblolly pine kraft pulp re-
sulted in fiber populations of predominantly unbroken fibers which could be
characterized by wall fraction and mean fiber length. Furthermore, variation
in fiber length within the set of earlywood (low wall fraction) and latewood
(high wall fraction) fiber populations correlated with wall thickness, fiber
diameter, and number of fibers per gram in a manner similar to that within a tree.
Static compressibility data show the relationship between mat density, c,
N
and pressure, P , followed the usual power function c = M P- for P of about
10 to 150 cm H20. In this expression the compressibility constant N was found
to equal 0.373 for earlywood and latewood fiber populations and the compressibility
constant M correlated with fiber length for all fiber fractions. Compressibility,
dc/dP, was greatest for shortest earlywood fibers and least for longest latewood
fibers. M was found to be linearly related to (1/I )1 3, where I represents
the moment of inertia for a flattened fiber model, in agreement with the simple
compressibility model originally developed by Wilder. The linearity of the
relationship supports bending as the dominent mechanism in compressibility of
wood pulp, and suggests that the wood pulp fiber is essentially flattened prior
to bending. Since IF was defined as 2/3 (WT)3 dr, where WT is wall thickness
and d fiber diameter, it appears that the wood pulp fiber dimensions influencing
compressibility are primarily wall thickness and to a lesser degree fiber diameter.
Trends in M with changes in mean fiber length of earlywood and latewood fibers
tend to follow previously reported changes in elastic modulus of earlywood and
latewood in successive growth rings, and also in elastic moduli and fibril angle.
Average specific filtration resistance, <R>, obtained from constant rate
filtration data at a given pressure drop, APT, in the range 10 to 90 cm H20
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also correlated with wall fraction and fiber length. Percentage change in <R>
with pressure was comparable to that trend observed for c; however, change in
<R> with L was much greater. Smallest earlywood fibers had highest <R> values
and these increased most with increases in AP compared with other fiber fractions.
Local specific filtration resistance, R, was calculated from pressure vs.
time data obtained from constant rate filtration using a newly developed statistical
procedure for determining derivatives. Changes in R with fiber wall fraction and
length were similar to those found for <R>, but R values were much higher and
increased significantly more with pressure.
The square of average hydrodynamic specific surface, <S >2, is proportional
to <R>, and this relationship was comparatively insensitive to changes in c and
average specific volume, <v>. Calculated geometric specific surface is closest
to <S > for latewood with greatest fiber length, probably because these fibers
most closely approximate circular fibers. Values for <v> were considerably lower
than calculated values, -G, using a circular cylindrical model, indicating that
the fibers collapse under fluid drag forces. The ratios of the two corresponding
volumes was almost 3 for earlywood and about 1.6 for latewood. Data for <v>
indicate immobilized water varies from 1.04 to 1.97 cc/g with morphological changes.




The results of this study imply that alteration of fiber properties in
the chip supply by inclusion of more juvenile wood, whole-tree chips, and/or
low or high density logs may alter the compressibility and filtration resistance
properties of the unbeaten pulp.
Compressibility and filtration resistance are important parameters in
processes involving water flow through pulp fiber mats; and, the experimental
conditions used closely approximate conditions of displacement bleaching and
washing. Since the displacement process also involves diffusion which was not
studied, little can be concluded about the effects of fiber properties on washing
efficiency, however, the results of this study do apply to the gross transport
of fluid through the mat.
From the text it is apparent that morphological variation which relates to
growth within a tree can result in relatively large changes in filtration resis-
tance at 5-10% consistency, which is the practical range encountered in displace-
ment bleaching and washing. As a result, if more juvenile wood were included in
a chip supply, filtration resistance would tend to increase, whereas if more
mature wood were included, filtration resistance would tend to decrease. A similar
argument is valid for low density (more earlywood) vs. high density (more latewood)
wood sources.
However, a displacement bleaching process is more precisely a permeation,
so that Equations (22) and (23) cannot be used in their present form to relate
filtration resistance to the displacement processes. But these equations may
be rearranged into the form applicable to permeation:
which defines the volumetric flow rate (dy/dt) in terms of the cross-sectional
area, A, of the bed; fluid viscosity, p; total mass, W, of the fibers in bed;
total pressure drop, APf, across the bed; and average filtration resistance, <R>,
(31). For displacement bleaching or washing equipment operating at constant
consistency, W, W , and A2 are constant so that in Table XI the sixfold change
for <R>/APf arising from fiber length and wall fraction variation, results in an
inversely proportional change in (dV/dt). Similarly, if a constant flow rate
is maintained by changing the drainage area, A, and since the square of this is
proportional to <R>/APF, there would be a two- to threefold change in A arising
from morphological variation.
Thus, if more juvenile wood is utilized, it probably would be necessary in
displacement bleaching and washing at constant average consistency to use a
lower maximum pressure between the washer head and screen to avoid significant
thickening of the mat. In existing equipment the increased filtration resistance,
even at lower pressure, would be expected to result in a slower flow of liquor
through the pulp mat. For new equipment assuming constant flow rate is maintained,
the increased filtration resistance could imply a need for more drainage area at
increase in capital cost. When utilizing more mature wood the converse would
tend to apply.
A similar argument is applicable to a discussion of high density vs. low
density wood.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Understanding the effects of fiber morphology on process parameters, such
as the hydrodynamic properties of pulp, necessitates use of two major approaches
to solving problems: the theoretical approach of "predicting and proving" and
the experimental approach of "learning and discovery."
In the theoretical area there remains the definite desire to be able to
mathematically predict the changes in hydrodynamic surface and volume of wood
pulp resulting from changes in fluid stress using filtration and permeation
experiments. Attempts in this area have failed the rigors of being mathematically
justifiable.
In the experimental area it would be desirable to extend the correlative
aspects of wet mat compressibility and fiber morphology by quantifying the
modulus values descriptive of wet fiber collapse and bending. Also, the implica-
tions of the research described in this dissertation concerning displacement
bleaching and washing would be greatly enhanced with quantitative information
correlating rates of diffusion with fiber properties.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A = area, empirical constant
B = filtration constant; empirical constant
bo,bl,b = empirical constants
C = stock consistency, empirical .constant
c = mat density
c = average mat density
-avg
= initial mat density
c = initial mat density
d = fiber diameter
E = apparent modulus
I = moment of inertia
I = moment of inertia for circular fiber cross section
=C
IF = moment of inertia for flattened fiber cross section-F
K = Darcy permeability coefficient
K = constant depending oh-load distribution
-T1
k = Kozeny factor
kl,~k = constants
L = pad thickness
L = fiber length
L = free span between two supports
L = segment length
L = initial segment length
M, N = compressibility constants
M1,N1 = initial compressibility constants
m, n = empirical constants
n = number of layers in mat
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= number of contacts per layer
= initial number of contacts per layer
= number fibers per gram
= calculated number fibers per gram
= static pressure
= magnitude of total load in bending
= fluid pressure drop
= total pressure drop across the mat
= pressure drop at distance z from top of mat
= volumetric flow rate
= local specific filtration resistance
= average specific filtration resistance
= outside fiber diameter
= inside fiber diameter
= specific surface per unit volume
= average specific surface per unit volume
= specific surface per unit mass
= geometric surface to mass ratio
= time
= superficial fluid velocity
= filtrate volume
= volume of fiber wall
= specific volume
= geometric volume to mass ratio
= average specific volume
= mass of fibers per unit area































x,y = defined variables
z = mat thickness; distance from top of mat
aB = constants associated with load distribution
6 = deflection
E = porosity
8 = S2 fibril angle
Wi = fluid viscosity
pf = fiber density
PW = fiber wall density
Ti = 3.5 (1 - N/2) cl/2/<v>1/2
T2 = T1 57 <v>
3 (1 - N/2) 6 c3
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APPENDIX I
ORIGINAL MAT DENSITY DATA
MAT DENSITY VS. PRESSURE FOR EARLYWOOD FIBERS
Earlywood - 1.63 mm
1f, dynes/cm 2 c, g/cm 3
Earlywood - 3.05 mm




















































































































































Earlywood - 3.94 mm





















































































MAT DENSITY VS. PRESSURE FOR LATEWOOD FIBERS
Latewood - 1.74 mm
Pf, dynes/cm2 c, g/cm3
Latewood - 1.07 mm



































































































Latewood - 2.98 mm














































































































































































MAT DENSITY VS. PRESSURE FOR WHOLE PULP FIBERS
Whole Pulp - 1.49 mm
If, dynes/cm2 c, g/cm3
Whole Pulp - 2.76 mm































































































































Whole Pulp - 3.88 mm
P , dynes/cm2 c, g/cm 3
Whole Pulp - Not Class.





















































































































































Variability in the mat density vs. pressure data for the whole pulp fiber
populations was found to be abnormally high. This variation has been attributed
to difficulties in eliminating vibrations from the enviornment during some of
the experiments. For this reason, compressibility data for whole pulp has been
eliminated from the body of this report. However, Table XV and Fig 31 show
that N = 0.373 is generally applicable to the data.
TABLE XV








..... .. . a;
As described in text.
b(g/cm 3)/(dynes/cm )-.






















!~C ~ XYZPLI a=. 3-DIMENSIONAL PLOTTING
i.~~~C · ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
JUNE 1, 1975
THIS PROGRAM WILL PLOT ANY SET OF NUMBERS CN X-Y COORCINATES
UTILIZING RETZKE'S PLOTTING PROGRAM.
THE USER MUST ENTER THE FOLLOWING CARDS IN ORDER.
ID~C Z/INCLUDE ABPLOT
C DAA CARD 1. LABEL FOR X AXIS
ATA CARD 2 LABEL FOR Y AXIS
DATA CARD 3. TITLE OF PLO]
C ATA CARD 4. N,NX,NY,LT,IEG IIN FORMAT 5131
WHERE...
CN TOTAL NUMBER CF XIY-PAIRS
NX =1 IF X IS PLOTTED AS LINEAR
2 IF X IS PLOTTEO AS LCGIOIX)
-1 UR -2 IF NEW SET OF AXIS IS NOT MADE
NY = SAME AS FOR NX EXCEPT MINUS HAS NO EFFECT
C L -I IF SYMBOLS ONLY ARE PLOTTED FOR EACH DATA POINT
C IF A LINE CNLY CONNECTS EACH DATA POINT
+1 IF BO6H LINE AND SYMBOLS ARE PLOTTED
IEQ = INTERGER EYUIVALENT OF PLOTTING SYMBOL 11-16)























IF (ICOMPIIU1I,249,4,1 )) 2,3,2
2 READ (IN,9005) N,NX,NY LT ,IE
READ (IN,9006)(XI I) ,Y(fI).1,N
XPRIML I= * CUS(ZANGLE/t/.2958)








































































































































COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE
AN EQUATION OF THE FORM
y = bo + b1x m-+ b.-
/JOB GO,TIME-20
/FILE DISK=-2,CRVFIT.NRECq9000I RSIZ=80,VOL=SYSFLI,DISP=INEW,KEEPl
C CRVFIT =2= CURVE FITTING
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C AUGUST 25, 1975
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE BEST EQUATION
C OF THE FORM...
C Y = BO * Bl*(X**MI + B2*(X**N)
C TO ANY SET OF DATA. THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES MINIMIZING THE
C SUM OF SQUARES.
C *** WARNING*** THE RESULTING EQUATION WILL ONLY BE ONE OF
C MANY COMBINATIONS OF BOBI,B2,M,N WHICH GIVE A "BEST-#
C FIT TO THE DATA. THE FINAL EQUATION IS THEREFORE DEPENDENT
C ON THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF N AND N.
C THE USER MUST ENTER THE FOLLOWING CARDS IN ORDER.
C /ID ********
C /INCLUDE CRVFIT
C DATA CARD 1. TITLE FOR DATA SET I
C DATA CARD 2. NUMBER OF XY-PAIRS IN 13 FORMAT
C DATA CARD 3+ X,Y-PAIRS OF DATA IN 2E15.7 FORMAT





DOUBLE PRECISION X,YBO Bl,B2 M NA
DOUBLE PRECISION DELBODELB1,DELB2,DELM DELN









100 READ (5,2) ITITLE
IFIICOMP(ITITLE,1.249,4,I) 1,14.1









5 FORMAT (13,' 1 1 -I 3")
6 FORMAT (0',2OA4,//)







7 CALL SUM (Xy,YNPTSeBO,tBlB2,MN,A)
CALL SIMEON IA,5,6
DELBO = A(l,6) / Al1,1)
OELBI A12 6) AI(2,2
DELB2 = At3,6) / AI3.3)
DELM = A14,61 / A(4,41
OELN = A(5,6 / A(5,5)
C**** DATA FIT MAY BE IMPROVED AT THE EXPENSE OF CALCULATION TIME




TEST2 = DELBO + DELBI + DELB2 + DELM + DELN
DIFF - IEST2 - TESTI
IF IABS(DIFFI-TEST) 12,12,8
B TESTI - TEST2
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1
BO = BO + DELBO
B1 = Bl + DELBI
B2 = B2 + DELB2
IF INCOUNT-100) 7,7,9
9 NCOUNT - 0
WRITE 16,10) DIFFBO,BlB2.M,N,NCOUNT
WRITE (6,111 DELBO,DELB1,OELB2,OELM,DELN
10 FORMAT (10' 6E5.4 ,15)
11 FORMAT (' ',ISX,SE
1
5.41
M = M + DELM
N = N + DELN
GO TO 7
12 WRITE (6,13)BO,BI,B2 M,N NCOUNT
13 FORMAT (' 0 B = ',EI .4, X,'BI - ,E2.4,5X,1B2 ',E12.4,5)







C SUBROUTINE EON == GENERATION OF PLOTTING POINTS
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES DATA POINTS FROM THE CALCULATED
cC SREQUATION TO BE USED IN PLOTTI ROGRAM e"ABPLOTe'.







XINCR = IXLAST - XFIRST) / OPTS
WRITE (lOUr,l) M,N
WRITE (IOUT,2) NPTS
1 FORMAT ('Y = BO + BI*(X**',F4.2,') + B2*(X**e.F4.2,1)')
2 FORMAT (13,' -1 -1 0')
Xil) = XFIRST
DO 3 I=I,NPTS
Y(ll = BO + Bl*IX(I)I*MI + B2*(X(III*NI
X(ll1) = XII) + XINCR
































































































































C SUBROUTINE SUM =- CALCULATION OF SUM OF SQUARES 01220
C 01210
SUBROUTINE SUM IX,Y,NPTS,BO,8.1,B2,M,N,AI 01240
DIMENSION X0I20),Y(201,)A5,61 01250
nOUBLE PRECISION X.Y.80,BB2,MN 2APTS,SXMYR2 01260DOUBLE PRECISION SYTSXNSXN,SXMY,SX2MSXMXN,SXNY,SX2N,SXMYRK SXMR 01270
DOUBLE PRECISION SXiMRSXMXN«,SXNYRSXNR,SXMR2,SX2NR2,SXMNRI 01280O
OnUBLE PRECISION SXNR2,SX2NR2,SXNYK2.SX2NR,XN.XM,X2MX2N,R,R2 01290
PTS = NPTS 01300





SXMXN = 0.0 01160
SXNY 0.0 01170
sx2 = 0.0 01 380
SXMYR = 0.0 01 0O0
SXMR = 0.0 01400
SX2MR 0.0 01410
SXMXNR = 0.0 01420
SXYR = 0.0 01410
SXNR * 0.0 01440
SX2NR = 0.0 01450
SXMR2 = 0.0 01460
SX2MR2 = 0.0 01470
SXMNR2 0.0 01480
SXMYR2 0.0 01490
SXNR2 = 0.0 01O0O
SX2NR2 0.0 01I10
SXNYR2 0.0 01520
00 1 I=1,NP38 0130
XM = X(I) ** M80 140
XN = XIII * N 01I50
X2M = XM * 2 01S60
X2M = XN ** 2 0170
8 = DLOG1XIII 0180
82 - R ** 201490 k2 A 7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~01590SY SY Y(II 01600
SXM = SXM XM 01610
SXN = SXN N 01620
SXY M SX3MY ( XM * Y11) 016iO
SX2m = SX2M * X2M 01640
SXMXN = SXMXN * (XM * XNI 01640
SXNY = SXNY * IXN * Y()11 01660
SX2N = SX2N X2N 01670
SXMYR = SXMYR8 IXM N Yll) RI 01680
SXMR = SXMR * (XM R) 01690
SX7MR 2 SX2M + (X27M ) 01700
SXMXNR = SXMXNR ( XM * XN R 8I 01710
SXNYR = SXNYR 1X07 * Y(I) *RI 01120
SXNR = SXNR + * N * 8) 01130
SX2NR = SX2NR 4X2N * R) 01740
SXMR2 SXMR2 · IXM * R2) 01750
.SX2MR2 SX2MR2 * IX2M 821 01760
SX NR2 SXMNR2 (XM 1 XN * R21 01770
SXYR2? = SXM0 R2 * (XM 9 VIIH )* R21 01780
SXNR2 = SX0I2 + 1X7 * 82 01790
SX2NR2 SX2NR2 * IX2N * 82) 01HO0
0 SXNYR2 SXNYR2 0 IXN * YII) * R21 01PO
11,1 PfS 01820
11.2) = S3XM 0180o
Ail,3) SXN 01840
A(1,4) = 81 SXMR 018OL50
AI1,5 *2 3 SXNR OIR60
Alb16) -(PIS*BO0 Bl*SXM 82$SXN - SY) 01M70
A(2.11) SXM 01880
A(2,2) SX2M01890
AI2,3) = SXMXN 01900
A(2.41 HO*0SXMR8 2.0*BlSX2MR * B2*SXMXNR - SXMYR 01l0
Al2, 5) = 2*SXMXNR 01920
A(2,6) = -(00SXM 4 B1*SX2M * 82*SXMXN - SXMYI 01930
A3,1) = SXN01040
A3,2) S MXN 01940
0)(3,3) SX2N 01960
AI3,41 SXMXNR 01970
A(3,5) B00SXNR Bt*SXMXNR 2.0*B2*SX2NR - SXNYR 019180




A(4.4) * O05XMR2 * 2.0U131SX2MR2 * 82*SXMNR2 - SXMYR2 020)0
A(4,) B2*SXMNR2 02040
A14,6) -0IBO*SXMR 8*SX2MR * b2*SXMXNR - SXMYR) 020SO
A5, 1) SXNR 07060
A(5,2) = SXMXNR 02070
A5,'3) = SX2NR 02080
0(5,4) 81*SXMNR2 02090
A15,5) = 80SXNR2 + B1*SXMNR2 * 2.0*82*SX2NR2 - SXNYR2 02100




C SUBROUTINE SIMEON ..= SOLUTION OF SIMULIANEOUS LINEAR 0UAIIOUNS 02130
C 02160
SUBROUTINE SIMEON (A.NRNCI 02170
DIMENSION A5,61).R(100) 02180
DOUBLE PRECISION ARODT 02190
IF(1R - NC) 4,4,3 02200
3 NCT = NC 02710
GO TO5 0772220
A NCT = NR 02210
5 K= 07240
0 = 1.02250
7 IFIAIKKI) 12,8,12 02260
8 00 9 I = K,NR 02270
IF1A11.K)) 10,9,10 02280
9 CONTINUE 02290
G00 TO 17 02300
10 00D 11 J = 1.NC 02310
T A(ItJI 02170
0iI,JI AIK,J) 0230
11 A(,J1 = T 07140
12 00 16 1 * 1,NR 02350
IF I - K) 13,16,13 0)160
13 D00 14 J = lNC 02110
14 R(J) = IAI,JI)AIK,KI - AI[,RI)AKJ)I)/O 02)80
DO 15 J = INC 02390
15 Al,JI = RIJI 02400
16 CONTINUE 02 10
0 = AIKK) 042(0
K K * 024)0













C ABPLOT == PLOTTING PROGRAM
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C JUNE 1, 1975
C THIS PROGRAM WILL PLOT ANY SET OF NUMBERS ON X-Y COORDINATES
C UTILIZING RETZKE'S PLOTTING PROGRAM.
C THE USER MUST ENTER THE FOLLOWING CARDS IN ORDER.
C /It
C /INCLUDE ABPLOT
C DATA CARD 1. LABEL FOR X AXIS
C DATA CARD 2. LABEL FOR Y AXIS
C DATA CARD 3. TITLE OF PLOT
C DATA CARD 4. N,NX,NY,LT,IEQ IIN FORMAT 5131
C WHERE*.°
C N ; TOTAL NUMBER OF X,Y-PAIRS
C NX = I IF X IS PLOTTED AS LINEAR
C 2 IF X IS PLOTTED AS LOGIOIX)
C -1 OR -2 IF NEW SET OF AXIS IS NOT MADE
C NY = SAME AS FOR NX EXCEPT MINUS HAS NO EFFECT
C LT = -1 IF SYMBOLS ONLY ARE PLOTTED FOR EACH DATA POINT
C O IF A LINE ONLY CONNECTS EACH DATA POINT
C +1 IF BOTH LINE AND SYMBOLS ARE PLOTTED
C IEQ = INTERGER EQUIVALENT OF PLOTTING SYMBOL 11-161






























































CALL AXISIO. ,O.OLYLY(7),7.O,90.O,YIN+I)* YIN+2)1
GO TO 6








45 CALL ORAWIO.5,YPAGE+O. OB,O.OISMBLIIEQ),.0,0.0,0.35)


































































































































COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF




/FILE DISK=(T3,PLDTJ NtEC=03COO)RSIL 80OVOL=SYSFLI,DISP=(NEWKEEP)
/FILE DIS<=(4,PRT3UTNRECo1000),RSI =128,VOL=SYSFLIDISP=(NEWDELETE)
C
C CRFILT === CONSTANT RATE FILTRATION
C
C
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C NOVEMBER 13,1974
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE ...
C 1. AVERAGE SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
C 2. LOCAL SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE
C 3. WET MAT DENSITY
C 4. COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS M AND N
C 5. AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE
C 6. AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME
C FROM DATA OBTAINED THROUGH CONSTANT RATE FILTRATION AND WET MAT COM-
C PRESSIBILITY EXPERIMENTS. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REFER TO THE
C AUTHOR'S THESIS.
C
C THE USER'S CARD DECK SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING CARDS IN ORDER...
C 1. /ID XXXXXXXX
C 2. /INCLUDE CRFILT
C 3. /INCLUDE CMPRSS
C 4. /INCLUDE FILTCV
C 5. /INCLUDE AVEVS
C 6. /DATA
C A. TITLE IN A4 FORMAT (ALL OTHER DATA IN 9F8.0}
C B. CHART READINGS FROM FILT. EXP., NOTE THAT
C CHTSPO = 2 IN/MIN. CHANGE IF NECESSARY.
C C. FILT. PAD WT. IN GRAMS, FLOW RATE IN CC./SEC.,
C TEMP. IN DEG. C, AND EQUIV. VOLUME
C D. COMP. PAD WT. AND PAD THICK. IN INCHES FOR WTS.








OOUBLE PRECISION DPCPMNtCP3,TY DP2 SCONCPDTHCKMUWRJOTEMP




C*** SAVE IOUT FOR PLOTS OF P VS T
IOUT = 2
C*** SAVE JOUT FOR PLOTS OF DP/(T*SQRT(CP)) VS. CP**3
JOUT = 3
C*** SAVE LOUT FOR PUNCHED OUTPUT
LOUT = 7













1 READ (5,9009) ITITLE
IF(ICOMP(ITITLE 1.2494, 1)) 2,8,2
2 READ(5,9010) (CHTRD(I) ,=J K)
READ (5,9010) WRUOTEMPrEVOL
READ (5,9010) WCP, PDTHCK(I) ,117)
C*** CALCULATION OF VISCOSITY (MU) FROM WATER TEMPERATURE
IF (TEMP - 20.) 3,3,4
3 ETA=(1301./(998.333+8.1855*(TEMP-20.)+.00585*((TEMP-20.)**2)))
MU = 10. ** (ETA - 3.30233)
GO TO 5
4 ETA-(1.3272*(20.-TEMP)-.001053e(TEMMP-20.)**2))/(TEMP*0D5.I















Cl = WR / EQVOL
C1P = C1 * 100.
00 6 I=J.K
T(I) = (CHTRD(I) * 60.DO) / CHTSPD
WPRESS(I) = (I1 * 10
6 OP(I) = WPRESS(I) * 980.665DO
C*** CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS IN SUBROUTINE CMPRSS





WRITE (M3UT,9022) UO. MU WCP
C*** CALCULATION OF AVERAGE AND LOCAL FILTRATION RESISTANCES
B = (A**2) / (MU * (UO**2) * C1)
CALL CRVFIT (T,OP,BOBI,8B2,EXPM,EXPN,J,K)
DO 7 I=J,K
DPDT(I) = EXPM*BI*(T(I)**(EXPM-l.))+ EXPN*B2*(T(I)**(EXPN-1.))
AVER(I) = B * DPII) / T11)
7 LOCR(I) = B * DPDT(I)









































9011 FORMAT (IH1 16X, ************************************************
9012 FORMAT ( ',16X,'*',85X,°*')
9013 FORMAT (* °,16X,'**,3X,20A4,2X **)
9014 FORMAT ' 16X, ***** *******************
************ *********** ****** *******t** ** I )
9015 FORMAT ('0 ,'ORIGINAL DATA')
9016 FORMAT ' . - .,//.
9017 FORMAT ('O0 ,OX, FILTRATION EXPERIMENT',31X,'COMPRESSIBILITY EXPE
IRIMENT' /),
9018 FORMAT'* , 10X,'PRESSURE,7X,' CHART*,9X,'TIME*,20X,*PRESSURE*,10X,
l'PAD THICK.',8X,"SOLIDS CONC.o)
9019 FORMAT( ,10X, CM. H20 ,8X, READINl ,7X, SEC. ,20X, DYNES/SQCNM.
1,7X, INCHES', 12X, G./CC.',//)
9020 FORMAT ( 0',12XF4.0.8XF6.2,7XF8.2,16XFl0.0,10tX,F8.4,11X,F6.4)
9120 FORMAT (0' 9l.2XtF4.0o8X,F6.2,7XF8.2)
9021 FORMAT (' 0 FILT. PAD UT. =',F7.4,' G.',5X,'EO. VOL. =',F9.2,
1' CC.'.7X.'CONSISTENCY = ',F5.3,' PERCENT*)
Appendix V (Continued)
9022 FORMAT ('O','FLOW RATE =',F5.1.' CC./SEC.',5X,'H20 VISC. =',F8.6,
1' POISE',5X,'COMP. PAD T. ',F7.4,' G.',///)
9023 FORMAT ('O' 'FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS
I FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE')
9024 FORMAT (' ','-------- ------- --
----- -- ----- //)
9025 FORMAT ('O',44X,'FILTRATION RESISTANCE',15X,'MATi
9026 FORMAT (' ',16X,'PRESSURE',18X,'AVERAGE',12X,'LOCAL',12X,
* 'DENSITY')
9027 FORMAT I'O',19X,'P',24X '(R)',16X,'R',16X,'C',14X,'DP/DO')
9028 FORMAT '0', 11X,'CM. H20',3X,'DYNES/SQCM.',lOX,'CM./G.',12X,
* 'CM./G.', 12X,'G./CC.',/).
9029 FORMAT I'0',12X F4.08XF6 .0,10XE10.4,8X,E10.4,10X,F6.4,10XF6.2}
9030 FORMAT ('O''EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS')
9031 FORMAT (' --- ----- -- --- ----
9032 FORMAT ('O'0X,'C = M * (P ** N)',20X,'P = BO + B1*(T**EXPMi * B2
* *(T**EXP )')
9033 FORMAT ('O',1OX,'WHERE...',28X,'WHERE...')
9034 FORMAT 1'0',15X,'M = ',E10.4,22X,'BO = ',E12.5,5X 'EXPM = 'eE12.5)
9035 FORMAT ('0',15X,'N ',F6.4,26X,'Bl = ',E12.5,5X,*EXPN ',E2.5)
9036 FORMAT I'O',51X,'B2 = ',E12.5)
9037 FORMAT ('TIME, SEC.')
9038 FORMAT ('PRESSURE, DYNES/SQCM.')
9139 FORMAT ('O','AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE')
9140 FORMAT(' ','------ -- -)
9141 FORMAT ('O','AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (V) = ',F5.2)
9142 FORMAT ('O','AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SW) = ',F6.0»
9143 FORMAT ('O','AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SV) = ',F6.0O
9044 FORMAT ('0'///)
9045 FORMAT (4E11.4)
9046 FORMAT ('PRESSURE, CM. H20')
9048 FORMAT ('FIBER LENGTH, MM.')
















9002 FORMAT (13,' 1 1 -1 3')
9003 FORMAT (2E15.7)
OPTS = 9.00







C*** DATA FIT MAY BE IMPROVED AT THE EXPENSE OF CALCULATION TIME
C*** BY DECREASING THE VALUE OF ''TEST''.





2 CALL SUM (X Y,NPTSBOBlB2,M,N,A,J,K)
CALL SIMEQ (A 5,6)
DELBO = A( 1,6 / A(,11)
DELBI = A(2,6) / A(2,2)
DELB2 = A(3,6) / A(3,3)
DELM = A(4,6) / A(4,4)
DELN = A(5,6) / A(5,5)
TEST2 = DABS(DELBO) + DABS(DELBI) + DABS(DELB2) + DABS(OELM) +
* DABS(DELN)
DIFF = TEST2 - TESTI
IF (ABS(DIFF)-TEST) 6,6,3
3 TESTI = TEST2
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + I
BOO =O + DELBO
Bl = 81 + DELB1
B2 = 82 + DELB2
C IF (NCOUNT-100) 2,2,4
C 4 NCOUNT O 0
M N M + DELM
N = N + DELN
MCOUNT - MCOUNT 4*
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IF (MCOUNT - 99) 2,2,5
5 M = ORIGM
N = ORIGN + 0.01
GO TO 1




C SUBROUTINE EON === GENERATION OF PLOTTING POINTS
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES DATA POINTS FROM THE CALCULATED











R = BO + 81 * (P ** M) + B2 * (P *4 N)
WRITE (IOUT 9004) P,R
1 P = P + XINCR
RETURN
9002 FORMAT ( P = BO + B1*(T** ,F4.2,) * B2*(T**',F4.2,')')




































XM = X(I) ** M
XN = X(I) *4 N
X2M = XM ** 2
X2N = XN ** 2
R = DLOGIX(I))
R2 = R ** 2
SY = SY + Y(1)
SXM = SXM + XM.
SXN = SXN + XN
SXMY = SXMY + (XM * Y(I))
SX2M = SX2M + X2M
SXMXN = SXMXN + (XM * XN)
SXNY = SXNY + (XN * Y(I))
SX2N = SX2N + X2N
SXMYR = SXMYR + (XM * Y(I) * R)
SXMR = SXMR * (XM * R)
SX2MR = SX2MR + (X2M * R)
SXMXNR t SXMXNR * (XM * XN * R)
SXNYR = SXNYR + (XN * Y(II * R)
SXNR = SXNR * (XN * RI
SX2NR = SX2NR + (X2N 4 R)
SXMR2 = SXMR2 + (XM * R2)
SX2MR2 = SX2MR2 * (X2M * R2)
SXMNR2 = SXMNR2 + (XM XN * R2)
SXMYR2 = SXMYR2 + (XM * VII) * R2)
I
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SXNR2 * SXNR2 + (XN * R2)
SX2NR2 Z SX2NR2 4 (X2N * R2)




A(1,4) = BL * SXMR
A(1,5) = B2 * SXNR




A(2,4) 1 BO*SXMR * 2.0*BISX2MR + 82*SXMXNR - SXMYR
A(2,5) = B2*SXMXNR





A(3,5) = BO*SXNR + BI*SXMXNR + 2.0*B2*SX2NR - SXNYR




A(4,4) - BO*SXMR2 + 2.0*Bl*SX2MR2 + B2*SXMNR2 - SXMYR2
A(4,5) = 82*SXMNR2





A(5,5) = BO*SXNR2 + Bl*SXMNR2 + 2.0*B2*SX2NR2 - SXNYR2









IF(NR -. NC) 2,2,1
1 NCT = NC
GO TO 3
2 NCT - NR
3 K = 1
D = 1.
4 IF(A(K,K)) 9,5,9








9 DO 13 I I,NR
IF(I - K) 10,13,10
10 00 11 J = 1,NC
11 R(J) (A(IJ)*A(K,K) - A(I,K)*A(KJ)»/D
00 12 J ' 1,NC
12 A(IJ) = R(J)
13 CONTINUE
O = A(K,K)
< K + I
IF(K - NCT) 4,4,14
14 RETURN
END

















XM = xI) * .M
SUMXM = SUMXM 4 XM
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SUMX2M = SUMX2M + (XM**2)
SUMY = SUMY + Y(I)
7 SUMXMY = SUMXMY + (XM * Y(l))
Ql01 = SUMXMY - (SUMXM * SUMY)/PTS
Q2 = SUMX2M - (SUMXM ** 2)»/PTS
Bl = Q1 / Q2
80 = (SUMY -- Bl * SUMXM) / PTS
S = DSQRT(BO**2 + Bl**2)
IF IS - SMIN) 8,9,9




9 J= J + 1
M M + UNIT
IF (M - MAXM) 6,6,11
11 RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE CMPRSS === COMPRESSIBILITY
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C JUNE 16, 1975
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE MAT SOLIDS
C CONCENTRATION FROM MEASUREMENTS OF PAD THICKNESS AND THE
C O.D. WT. OF THE MAT. THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES A LEAST SQUARES
C APPROACH TO COMPUTING COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS M AND N.
C
SUBROUTINE CMPRSS (W,PDrHCK,NM,CP DP2,OPT,MATCON,CP3 DPTCP)






DP2( 1) = 8150.DO
DP2(2) = 13100 DO
DP2(3) = 22900 DO
DP2(4) = 37700.DO




MATCON(I = W / (AREA * PDTHCK(I) * 2.54)
LMC( I) = DLOG(MATCON(I))
1 LDP2(I) = DLOG(DP2(I))
CALL L INREG (LDP2,LMCNPTS,M,N,1,7)
M = DEXP(M)
DO 2 1=1,9
CP( I = M * DP(I) ** N
CP3(I) = CP{ I) .* 3
2 DPTCP(II = DP(I) / (T(I) * DSQRT(CP(I))!
RETURN
END
C . LINREG === LINEAR REGRESSION
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C JUNE 16, 1975
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE STRAIGHT LINE
C RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAIRS OF X,Y-DATA
C .
SUBROUTINE LINREG (X Y,NPTS,INTCPT,SLOPE,J,K)
DIMENSION X(20),Y(2C)









SUNY = SUMY + YII)
SUMX = SUMX + X(I)
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + (X(l) ** 2)
1 SUMXY = SUMXY + IX(I) * Yd))
Ql - SUMXY - (SUMX * SUMY)/PTS
02 = SUMX2 - (SUMX *4 2)/PTS
LOPE = 01/02
INTCPT= (SUMY - SLOPE * SUMX) / PTS
YBAR = SUMY / PTS
XBAR = SUMX / PTS
C*** CALCULATION OF STATISTICAL QUANTITIES USED TO COMPUTE C.L.
DO 2 I=J,K
2 SYP2 = SYP2 + (Y(Il - (YBAR + SLOPE*(X(I) - XBAR))) ** 2
STDERR = SYP2 / (PTS - 2.DO)





C AVEVS === CALCULATION OF (V), (SW), AND (SV)
SUBROUTINE AVEVS (ODPTCPCP3,BNtAVEVsAVESWAVESVeJOUTITITLE)






C*** J IS THE INITIAL POINT OF LINEAR INTERPRETATION OF THE DPTCP
C*** VS. CP3 PLOT. K IS THE FINAL POINT.
J = 5
K = 9
NPTS = K - J * I
WRITE (JOUT,9004) J,K
WRITE (JOUT 9005)
NOVER2 = I.DO - N / 2.DO
CALL LINREG (CP3,DPTCP,NPTSINTCPTSLOPEJ,K)
AVEV = ((SLOPE/INTCPTI / (57. DO*(NOVER2**6))) * (1.DO/3.DO)
OPTCP(1) = INTCPT + SLOPE * CP3(<)
DPTCP(K) = INTCPT + SLOPE * CP3(K)
AVESW = DSQRT((B*DSORT(AVEV)*INTCPT) / (3.5DO*NOVER2))
AVESV - AVESW / AVEV
WRITE (JOUT,9003) CP3(1,ODPTCP(I) ,CP3(K) ,DPTCP{K}
9001 FORMAT (20A41
9002 FORMAT (I 9 1 1 -1 3')
9003 FORMAT (2E15.7)
9004 FORMAT ('LIN. REG. PTS. ,I1,' THRU ',11)




FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.63 MM.
7.4633 11.6833 14.9100 17.5500 19.8000 21.8667 23.6967 25.2900 26.7633
6.7979 78.5667 26.0000 65132.2
6.1767 1.0338 0.8665 0.7039 0.5848 0.4851 0.4124 0.3536 F-65AVE
FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.05 MM.
7.1475 11.1175 14.1275 16.6725 18.9375 20.8100 22.5775 24.2050 25.6825
9.7035 78.2499 23.1250 62375.0
7.2896 1.2830 1.0754 0.8736 0.7258 0.6021 0.5118 0.4388 F-20AVE
FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.94 MM.
9.2700 14.9000 19.5067 23.4800 27.1100 30.4233 33.3600 36.1167 38.6800
16.8514 81.1000 24.4000 97743.3
11.2539 2.0327 1.7037 1.3841 1.1498 0.9538 0.8109 0.6952 F-10AVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.74 MM.
6.6767 10.8633 14.3600 17.4400 20.0733 22.5233 24.7666 26.8633 28.8267
11.2212 84.9000 20.1667 75825.4
8.8940 1.6190 1.3570 1.1024 0.9158 0.7597 0.6458 0.5537 B-6511AV
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.07 MM.
6.1280 10.1960 13.5600 16.5120 19.1300 21.5700 23.8380 26.0020 27.9060
15.3695 87.3800 23.5000 74956.9
10.9453 2.0490 1 .7174 3952 1.1590 0.9615 0.8174 0.7008 B-65IAVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.98 MM.
8.6375 14.4900 19.3725 23.7925 27.8100 31.5525 35.0875 38.3225 41.1600
20.8284 87.6000 23.7000110658.8
13.3006 2.5497 2.1370 1.7361 1.4422 1.1964 1.0171 0.8720 B-20AVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 4.13 MM.
8.1100 13.5100 18.1433 22.5133 26.3867 30.1700 33.8033 37.2933 40.7133
30.3815 89.9666 26.8000111436.7
11.5314 2.2036 1.8469 1.5004 1.24659 1.0340 0.8790 0.7536 B-lOAVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.49 MM.
6.71 10.93 14.28 17.08 19.62 21.73 23.84 25,77 27.42 W-65-1F
9.8641 77.3 21.9 66882.94 W-65-IF
8.5246 1.5735 1.3188 1.0714 0.8900 0.7383 0.6277 0.5381 W-65AVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.76 MM.
6.29 9.82 12.90 15.50 17.76 19.97 22.00 23.80 25.39 W-20-IF
17.1414 77.3 21.4 61389.57 W-20-IF
13.9570 2.7308 2.2888 1.8594 1.5447 1.2814 1.0893 0.9339 W-20AVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.88 MM.
8.00 13.40 17.75 21.77 25.33 28.72 31.95 34.86 37.65 W-10-IF
24.8004 77.3 21.3 90146.69 W-10-IF
17.9365 3.4449 2.8874 2.3457 1.9486 1.6165 1.3742 1.1782 W-1OAVE
WHOLE PULP -- NOT CLASSIFIED
6.07 9.50 12.30 14.69 16.83 18.80 20.65 22.37 23.88 W-NC-AF
13.5742 77.3 22.5 58602.66 W-NC-AF




OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM CRFILT USING AVERAGED PRESSURE VS. TIME
DATA FROM CONSTANT RATE FILTRATION, AND AVERAGED
COMPRESSIBILITY DATA
Calculated values are presented for:
Average specific filtration resistance;
Local specific filtration resistance;
Apparent wet mat density;






















FILT. PAD WT. = 6.7979 G.



















EQ. VOL. = 65132.20 CC.















CONSISTENCY = 0.010 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. = 6.1767 G.





















































P = 80 4 8l*(T**EXPM) + 82 *(T**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 * -0.77744D 06 EXPM = 0.10002D-01
81 = 3.742610 06 EXPN = 0.240540 01
82 * 0.737250-02
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (VI - 2.50
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SWI) 6500.














































FILT. PAD WT. = 9.7035 G. EQ.


























CONSISTENCY = 0.016 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. = 7.2896 G.






































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME. (V) = 2.59
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, ISW) = 5438.






















































FILT. PAD WT. =16.8514 G. EQ.


























CONSISTENCY = 0.017 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =11.2539 G.










































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (VI = 2.30
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (S)I * 4277.



























































FILT. PAD WT. =11.2212 G.










EQ. VOL. = 75825.40 CC.















CONSISTENCY = 0.015 PERCENT
COMP. PAO WT. = 8.8940 G.












































P = D80 B1*IT**EXPM) + 82 *ITE*EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = -0.561620 06 EXPM = 0.999790-02
81 = 0.537580 06 EXPN - 0.190520 01
82 = O.189610 00
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (V) = 2.27
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SW) - 4891.






















































FILT. PAD WT. =15.3695 G.



















EU. VOL. = 74956,.90 CC.















CONSISTENCY - 0.021 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =10.9453 G.
FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE



























































Rl*(T**EXPM) + 82 *(T**EXPN)
BO = -0.394920 06
81 B 0.379010 06
82 = 0.573000 00
EXPM = 0.999690-02
tXPN = 0.175570 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (V) - 2.19
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SWI - 4344.









































FILT. PAD WT. =20.8284 G. EQ.


























CONSISTENCY - 0.019 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. -13.3006 G.








































P = 80 + B1*(T**EXPM) *
WHERE...
80 * -0.584210 06
81 = 0.557390 06
82 = 0.2*444D 00
82 *IT**EXPN)
EXPM = 0.100090-01
EXPN = 0.176100 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, IV) = 2.11
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, ISW) = 3779.






















































FILT. PAD WT. =30.3815 G.



















EQ. VOL. =111436.70 CC.















CONSISTENCY = 0.027 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =11.5314 G.
FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE





















































P = 80 + B1*(T**EXPM) + 82 *(T**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.132160 06 EXPM = 0.999970-02
81 = -0.126080 06 EXPN = 0.132130'01
B2 = 0.763780 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (V) = 1.66
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SWI = 3139.








































FILT. PAD WT. = 9.8641 G.



















EO. VOL. = 66882.94 CC.








CONSISTENCY - 0.015 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. = 8.5246 G.

















































P = 80 * 81*IT**EXPM) +
WHERE...
BO = -0.511760 06




EXPN - 0.202710 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, (V) - 2.48
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SW) * 5616.






















































FILT. PAD WT. -17.1414 G.



































CONSISTENCY = 0.028 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =13.9570 G.












































P = BO + 81*(T**EXPM) +
WHERE...
80 - -0.789060 06
81 = 0.753910 06
82 = 0.124530 00
B2 *(T**EXPN)
EXPM = 0.999680-02
EXPN = 0.199820 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC V3LUME, IVI = 2.47
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE. ISI) - 4372.






















































FILT. PAD WT. =24.8004 G. EQ.




















COMP. PAD HT. =17.9365 G.








































P = BO + BR*(T**EXPM) +
WHERE...
80 = -0.230480 06
81 - 0.220940 06
82 = 0.106640 01
82 *(T**EXPNI
EXPM = 0.100190-01
EXPN - 0.15996D 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME. IV) a 2.08
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, (SW)I 3608.






















































FILT. PAD WT. =13.5742 G.










EQ.VOL. = 58602.66 CC.















CONSISTENCY = 0.023 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =10.9475 G.












































P = 80 + 81*(T**EXPM) *
WHERE...
BO * -0.408810 06
81 0.391560 06
82 * 0.378690 00
82 *(T*OEXPNI
EXPM 0.100010-01
EXPN - 0.186250 01
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME. IVI = 2.52
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, ISWI ) 5003.




































HISTORICAL PROGRAM AND OUTPUT FOR CALCULATION OF Sw >
AND <v> AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE FROM FILTRATION






C CRFILP -== CONSTANT RATE FILTRATION (PRESSURE)
C
C
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C NOVEMBER 13,1974
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE AVERAGE FIBER
C SPECIFIC VOLUME, V, AND SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW FROM CONST
C RATE FILTRATIUN EXPERIMENTS AND COMPRESSIBILITY EXPERIMEI
C THE SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SPECIFIC SURFACE ARE ALSO
C CALCULATED AS FUNCTIONS OF WET MAT PRESSURE BY EMPLOYING
C THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE...
C VALUES OF CP**3 VS. DP/(T*SQRT(CP)) ARE PLOTTED. THE CUI
C PLOT WHICH USUALLY RESULTS IS FITTED EXACTLY WITH AN EQUI
C OF THE FORM... Y = BO + BI*(X**M) + 82*(X**N). THIS EQI
C IS USED TO GENERATE A LARGE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS. THE
C POINTS ARE THEN TAKEN THREE AT A TIME AND FITTED WITH A
C STRAIGHT LINE USING LINEAR REGRESSION. THE SLOPE AND IN1
C OF THE STRAIGHT LINE ARE USED TO CALCULATE V AND SW FROM
C MODIFIED DARCY RELATIONSHIP...
C DP/(T*SQRT(CP)) = A*(ISW**2)/SQRT(V)) * (1 + B*IV**3)*CP:
C WHERE...
C A = (3.5*(1-N/2)*(W/EQVOL)*UO*MU)
C B = 57.0*((1-N/2)**6)
C
C OFF-LINE PLOTS OF
C 1. CP**3 VS. DP/(T*SQRT(CP))
C 2. V VS. PRESSURE
C 3. SW VS. PRESSURE
C MAY BE OBTAINED BY KEEPING DATA FILES AND USING PLOTTING
C PROGRAM 'ABPLOT".
C
C THE USER MUST SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING DATA
C 1. DATA CARD I -- ANY TITLE. CENTERING ON THE CARD
C WILL ENSURE CENTERING ON OUTPUT.
C 2. DATA CARD 2 -- CHART READINGS FROM THE CONSTANT
C RATE FILTRATION EXPERIMENT. CHART SPEED SHOULD BI
C 2 INCHES PER MINUTE. FORMAT (9F8.0).
C 3. 'DATA CARD 3 -- THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN ORDEI
C USEING FORMAT (9F8.0).
C A. PAD WT. FROM FILTRATION EXPERIMENT IN GRAMS
C B. FILTRATION FLOW RATE IN CC./SEC.
C C. WATER TEMPERATURE IN DEG. C
C D. FILTRATION EQUIVALENT VOLUME IN CC.
C 4.DATA CARD 4 -- PAD WT. FROM THE COMPRESSIBILITY
C EXPERIMENT IN GRAMS, AND PAD THICKNESSES IN INCHES
C FOR THE RESPECTIVE INCREMENTS IN PRESSURE. FORMATI
C
C
C THE USERS CARD DECK SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING CARDS









C USERS DATA DECK




DIMENSION R(20),DP2120) SCONC(20O)PDTHCK(20), DPTCP(20)
DIMENSION WPRESS(2O)#ITITLE(20)V 20»)SW(20),SV(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION DPCP.CP2,CP3 TfYVSWSVOP2,SCONCPODTHCK










































































































A = 45.43 00850
AC = 45.54 00860
DP2( 3) = 9036.78 00870
DP2(4) = 13998.48 00880
DP2(5) = 23805.57 00890
DP2(6) = 38506.50 00900
DP2(7) = 63033.89 00910
DP2(8) = 97014.77 00920






WRITE (KOUT 47) 00990
1 READ (5,2) ITITLE 01000
IF(ICOMP(ITITLE,1,249,4,l))3,99,3 01010
2 FORMAT (20A4) 01020
3 READ(5,4) (CHTRD(I),1=1,9) 01030
READ (5,4) WR UOTEMP,EQVOL 01040
READ (5,4) WCP,(POTHCK(I),I=3,9! 01050
4 FORMAT (9F8.0) 01060
IF (TEMP - 20.) 5,5,6 01070
5 ETA=(1301./(998.333+8.1855*(TEMP-20. )*.00585*((TEMP-20.) *2 )) 01080
MU = (10. ** ETA) * .01 01090
GO TO 7 01100
6 ETA=(1.3272*(20.-TEMP)-.001053*((TEMP-20.)**2 )) / (TEMP105.) 01110
MU = (10. ** ETA) * .01002 01120
7 WRITE (6,8) 01130
8 FORMAT ( H1, 16X,'************************************************ 01140
ft ******4i ****« t*******4**«****$************4r )01150
WRITE (6,9) 01160
WRITE (6,9) 01170
WRITE (6,10) ITITLE 01180
WRITE (6,9) 01190
WRITE (6,9) 01200
9 FORMAT (' ',16X,'*',85X,'*') 01210
10 FORMAT (' ',16X,'*',3X,20A4,2X,'*') 01220
WRITE (6,11) 01230
11 FORMAT (' ',16X, '*********************************************** 01240
****« ****t***«*****4*******4«********«« »*** ) 01250
WRITE (6,12) 01260
WRITE (6,13) 01270
12 FORMAT ('0','ORIGINAL OATA') 01280
13 FORMAT (' .-------- - - ,//) 01290
WRITE 6,141 01300




15 FORMAT(' ',10X,'PRESSURE',?X,'CHART',9X,'TIME',20X,'PRESSURE', OX 01350
I'PAD THICK.*,8X,'SOLIOS CONC.') 01360
16 FORMAT(' ',1OX,'CM. H20',8X 'REAOING',7X,*SEC.',20X,'OYNES/SQCM.' 01370
1, 7X, INCHES',12X,'G./CC.',// 01380
C1 l WR / EOVOL 01390
CIP = Cl * 100. 01400
00 17 1=3,9 01410
17 SCONC(I) = WCP / (AC* POTHCKtl) * 2.54) 01420
DO 18 1=1,9 01430
T(l) = (CHTRD(I) * 60.) / CHTSPD 01440
WPRESS(I) = I * 10 01450
DP(I) = WPRESS(I) * 980.665 01460
R(I) = (DP(I) * A**2)/(MU * T(I) * (U0**2) * Cl) 01470
18 WRITE (6,19) WPRESS(I),CHTRD(I),T(I),DP2(I),PDTHCK(I),SCONC(I) 01480
19 FORMAT ('0',12X,F4.0,8XF6.2.7X,F8.2,16X,F10.O,lOX,F8.4,11X,F6.41 01490
WRITE (6,20) WR,EQVOLeCP 01500
WRITE f6,21) UO,MU,WCP 01510
20 FORMAT ('O','FILT. PAD WT. =',F7.4,' G.',5X,'EQ. VOL. =',F9.2, 01520
1' CC.', 7X,'CONSISTENCY = ',F5.3,' PERCENT') 01530
21 FORMAT ('O','FLOW RATE =',F5.1,' CC./SEC.',5X,'H20 VISC. =',F8.6, 01540
1' POISE',5X,'COMP. PAO WT. =',F7 4 ' G.',///) 01550
C***** LEAST SQUARES APPROACH TO CALCULATING COMPRESSIBILITY 01560
CALL CMPRSS (WCP,PDTHCK,AC,N,M,CP,CP2,CP3,YDP2,OP,T) 01570
WRITE (6922) 01580
WRITE 16,23) 01590
22 FORMAT ('0','FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS
I FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE') 01610
23 FORMAT (' ','------ ------ -- -- ---- --------- 01620




24 FORMAT ('0',36X,'FILTRATION',5X.'MAT SOLIDS') 01670
25 FORMAT (' i 15XR'PRESSURE'p13XteRESISTANCE',5X,'CONCENTRATION', 01680
15X,'OP/( T*SOR T(CP ) '5X'CP**3'/) 01690
26 FORMAT ('0',10X,'CM. H20'.4X,'DYNES/SQCM.',6X,'CM./G.',10X, 01700
DO 27 1G./CC.=1,//) 01710
0D 27 1=1,9 01720
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27 WRITE (6,28) WPRESSII),DP(I) RII) CP(I)IY¥I) CP3(I) 01730
28 FORMAT ('0',12X,F4.0,4X,F10. .6X.E9.4t7X,F8.4,10XF9.2,6X,E12.4) 01740
WRITE (6,29) MN 01750
29 FORMAT ('0',25X,'M ='.E10.410OX,'N ='F6.4,//) 01760
C***** CALCULATION OF V, Sh. AND SV 01770
30 FORMAT I* CP**3') 01780
31 FORMAT ('OP/(T*SQRT<CP))'I .01790





32 FORMAT ('0', HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS
1 OF PRESSU 4RE) 01860
33 FORMAT I ------------ ---- --- -- ---- -- -------- 01870
I ' _ *// 01880
34 FORMAT ' ',15X,'PRESSURE'11X,'V',13XSW',16X,'SV') 01890
35 FORMAT ' ,15X,'CM. H20',IOX,'CC./G.',8X,'SQCM./G.",9X 01900
1.'SQCM./CC. 0/ / ) 1910
DO 36 1=1,9 01920
36 WRITE (6,37) WPRESSII) V(It, SW(I)SV(I) 01930
37 FORMAT ( O', 18XF3.0,1IX,F5.2,7XF 10O. 27X,FIO.2) 01940
WRITE (6,38) 01950
38 FORMAT ('0',///) .01960
WRITE (LOUT,2) ITITLE 01970
WRITE (LOUT,39)(WPRESSI),DP(I),R(I),CP(I),V(I),SW(I)t,SV(I), I1,9) 01980
39 FORMAT (7E1 1 .4) 01990
CALL AVE (PTS,V,SW,SV,VBARSWBAR,SVBAR) 02000
WRITE (6,40) 02010
WRITE (6,41) 02020
40 FORMAT (0O','AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE')
41 FORMAT (----- --- -- ----- ---- -- ----- ,//) 02040
WRITE (6,42 VBAR 02050
WRITE (6,43) SWBAR 02060
WRITE (6,44) SVBAR 02070
42 FORMAT ('0',5X,'AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = ',F5.2,' CC./G.') 02080
43 FORMAT (0'',5X,'AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = *,F9.2,' SQCM./G.') 02090
44 FORMAT ('0',5X,'AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SV = ',F9.2,' SOCM./CC. 02100
* ',///) 02110
WRITE (6,38) 02120
GO TO 1 02130
99 WRITE (IOUT,48) 02140
END FILE IOUT 02150
WRITE (JOUT,48) 02160
END FILE JOUT 02170
WRITE (KOUT,48) 02180
END FILE KOUT 02190
45 FORMAT ('PRESSURE, CM. H20') 02200
4b FORMAT ('SPEC. VOLUME, CC./G.') 02210
47 FORMAT ('SPEC. SURFACE, SQCM./G.') 02220
48 9ORMAT ('9999999999999999S9999999999999999999999') 02230
CALL EXIT 02240
END 02250
SUBROUTINE AVE (PTS,V,SW,SV,VBARSWBAR, SVBAR) 02260
DIMENSION V(20),SW(20),SV(20 02270
DOUBLE PRECISION V,SW,SV 02280
NPTS = PS 02290
SUMV = 0. 02300
SUMSW = 0. 02310
SUMSV = O 02320
00 I I=I,NPTS 02330
SUMV SU MV + V(I) 02340
SUMSW = SUMSW + SW(I) 02350
1 SUMSV = SUMSV + SV( ') 02360
VBAR - SUMV / PTS 02370
SWBAR = SUMSW / PTS 02380
SVBAR = SUMSV / PTS 02390
RETURN 02400
END 02410
C SUBROUTINE CMPRSS === COMPRESSIBILITY 02420
C 02430
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO 02440
C JUNE 16, 1975 02450
C 02460
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE MAT SOLIDS 02470
C CONCENTRATION FROM MEASUREMENTS OF PAD THICKNESS AND THE 02480
C O.D. WT. OF THE MAT. THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES A LEAST SQUARES 02490
C APPROACH TO COMPUTING COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS M AND N. 02500
C 02510
C 02520
SUBROUTINE CMPRSS (WtPDTHCKAREA,N M CP,CP 2,CP3TOPTCPOP ,P2DP,T) 02530
DIMENSION PDTHCK(20) MATCON(20) .LMC(20),LOP2 (20 ,0P220), CP2 20) 02540
'DIMENSION OP(20),CP(i20,T(20),CP3(20),DPTCP(20) 02550
DOUBLE PRECISION MATCONLMCCLP2, SUMYSUMY 2,SUM XSU MX2,SU MXY, Q 02560
DOUBLE PRECISION Q2,N,M,SUMM,CP2,CP,CP3,DPTCPDP P,PTHCK, P2,T 02570
NPTS = 7 02580
PTS = NPTS 02590




SUMX = O. 02620
SUMX2 = 0. 02630
SUMXY O0. 02640
SUMM = O. 02650
DO 1-=39 02660
MATCON(I) = W / (AREA * PDTHCK(I) · 2.54) 02670
LMC(I) = DLOG(MATCON(II) 02680
LDP2(I) = DLOG(DP2(1)) 02690
SUMY = SUMY + LMC(I) 02700
SU4Y2 = SUMY2 + (LMCI) * 2) 02710
SUMX - SUMX + LDP211) 02720
SUMX2 - SUMX2 + (LDP2(I) ** 2) 02730
I SUMXY = SUMXY + (LMC(I) * LDP2(I)) 02740
Ql = ( PTS * SUMXY) - (SUMX * SUMY) 02750
02 = ( PTS * SUMX2) - (SUMX 4* 2) 02760
N = 01 / Q2 02770
DO 2 1=3,9 02780
2 SUMM = SUMM + (MATCON(Il) / (DP2(I) ** N)) 02790
M = SUMM / NPTS 2800
DO 3 1=1,9 02810
CP(I) = M* DPII) *e N 02820
CP2(I) = M · OP2(I) ** N 02830
CP3II) = CP(I) ** 3 02840
3 DPTCP([I = OPII) / IT(I) * SORTICPiI))) 02850
RETURN 02860
END 02870
C SUBROUTINE PRESSR ==- V,SW,SV AS FUNCTIONS CF PRESSURE 02880
C 02890
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO 02900
C JUNE 17,1975 02910
C 02920
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES VALUES OF V, SW, AND SV AS FUNCTION 02930
C OF PRESSURE FROM FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND COMPRESSIBILITY 02940
C DATA. 02950
C THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES FITTING THE BEST SMOOTH CURVE USING 02960
C NON-LINEAR REGRESSION (NLREG) TO ANALYSE THE PLOT OF CP**3 VS. 02970
C DP/(T*SORT(CP)). THE DERIVITIVES (SLOPES) AND INTERCEPT 02980
C ARE CALCULATED FROM THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS AND ARE USED TO 02990
C SOLVE THE MODIFIED DARCY EQUATION. 03000
C 03010
SUBROUTINE PRESSR (CP3,DPTCPVSWSV) 03020
DIMENSION CP3(20),DPTCP(20O,V(20),SW(20),SV(20),ITITLE(20) 03030
DIMENSION X1(3),Yti3),X(500) Y(500),DP(500),WPRESS(500) 03040
DOUBLE PRECISION CP3,DPTCP,SLOPEINTCPT,CONSTl,CONST2,EQI 03050
DOUBLE PRECISION E02,V,SW,SV,N,C6NSIS,MU,UOA,WR,EQVOL,M 03060
DOUBLE PRECISION BO,B,B2,EXPMEXPN,X,Y,DP,Xl,YL 03070
COMMON ITITLE,NPTS,IOUT,JOUT,KOUT 03080
COMMON M.',,MU,UO,A,WR,EQVOL 03090
OPTS = 300.0 03100
DO I I=1,NPTS 03110
X(lI = CP3(I) 03120
1 Y(I) = DPTCP(I) 03130
CONSIS = WR / EOVOL 03140
CONSTI = ((1 - N/2.)* 3.5 * CONSIS * UO * MU) / (A**2) 03150
CONST2 = 57. * ((1 - N/2.)**6) 03160
CALL CRVFIT (X,Y,BOB81,B2,EXPM,EXPN,DPTS) 03170.
XFIRST = CP3(1) 03180
XLAST = CP3(NPTS) 03190
XINCR = IXLAST - XFIRST) / OPTS 03200
00 3 I=1,NPTS 03210
Xl(l1) CP3(I) - XINCR 03220
Xl(2)= CP3(I) 03230
Xl(3)= CP3(i) + XINCR 03240
DO 2 J=1,3 03250
2 Y1(J)= BO + B1*(<X(J)**EXPM) + B2*(XIiJ)**EXPN) 03260
CALL LINREG (XI,Yl3 INTCPT,SLOPE) 03270
EOl = INTCPT / CONSTI 03280
EQ2 - DABSiSLOPE) / (CONSTI * CONST2) 03290
VIl» - (E02/E01) ** .333333 03300
SWil) = DSQRT((INTCPT * DSORT(V(I))) / (CONST1* UO)) 03310
SV(I) SW(I ) / V(I) 03320
OP(I) =((Xl(2)**.333333)/M)**(l/N) 03330
3 WPRESS(I) = DP(I) / 980.665 03340
WRITE (JOUT,4) ITITLE 03350
WRITE (KOUT,41 ITITLE 03360
WRITE (JOUT,5) NPTS 03370
WRITE (KOUT,5) NPTS 03380
WRITE (JOUT,6) (WPRESS(I),V(I),Is=,NPTS) 03390
WRITE (KOUT,6) (WPRESS(I),SW(I),I=I,NPTS). 03400
4 FORMAT (20A4) 03410
5 FORMAT (13 2 2 -1 3') 03420
6 FORMAT (2E 1 5.7) 03430





C CRVFIT === CURVE FITTING ' 03470
C 03480
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO 03490
C AUGUST 25, 1975 03500
C 03510
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE BEST EQUATION 03520
C OF THE FORM... 03530
C Y = BO + B1*(X**M! + 82*(X**N) 03540
C TO ANY SET OF DATA. THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES MINIMIZING THE 03550
C SUM OF SQUARES. 03560
C *** WARNING*** THE RESULTING EQUATION WILL ONLY BE ONE OF 03570
C MANY COMBINATIONS OF BOBIB2,MN WHICH GIVE A "BEST!' 03580
C FIT TO THE DATA. THE FINAL EQUATION IS THEREFORE DEPENDENT 03590
C ON THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF M AND N. 03600
C 03610
SUBROUTINE CRVFIT (XYBOB1B2,MNOPTS) 03620
DIMENSION ITITLE(20)A(5,6),X(500),Y(500) 03630
DOUBLE PRECISION XYBOB1,B2,M,NA 03640
DOUBLE PRECISION DELBODELBDELB2,DELDLMELN 03650
COMMON ITITLE NPTSIOUT,JOUTKOUT 03660
C**** lOUT == OUTPUT STORED ON DISK OR TAPE FOR PLOTTING. 03670
NCOUNT = 0.0 03680
WRITE (IOUTI) ITITLE 03690
WRITE (1OUT.2) NPTS 03700
WRITE (IOUT,3) IX(I),Y(Il,I=lNPTS) 03710
1 FORMAT 120A4) 03720
2 FORMAT (13,' 1 1 -1 3') 03730
3 FORMAT (2E15.7) 03740
C**** ESTIMATE VALUES OF BO,B1»B2,M,N 03750
BO = 200.0 03760
B1 = 1000.0 03770
82 = 1000.0 03780
M = 0.120 03790
N = 0.500 03800
TEST1 = 0.0 03810
4 CALL SUM (XY,NPTSBOBloB2,M,NA) 03820
CALL SIMEON (A,5,6) 03830
DELBO = A(1,6) / A(l,1) 03840
DELB1 = A(2,6) / A(2,2) 03850
OELB2 = A(3,6) / A(3,3) 03860
DELM = A(4,6) / A(4,4) 03870
OELN = A(5,6) / A(5,5) 03880
C**** DATA FIT MAY BE IMPROVED AT THE EXPENSE OF CALCULATION TIME 03890
C**** BY REDUCING THE VALUE OF ''TEST''. 03900
TEST = 10. 03910
TEST2 = DELBO + DELB1 + DEL82 * DELM + OELN 03920
DIFF = TEST2 - TESTI 03930
IF (ABS(DIFF)-TEST) 7,7,5 03940
5 TEST1 = TEST2 03950
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 03960
BO = BO + DELBO 03970
81 = Bl + DELB1 03980
B2 = B2 + DELB2 03990
IF (NCOUNT-100) 4,4,6 04000
6 NCOUNT = 0 04010
M = M + DELM 04020
N = N + DELN 04030
GO TO 5 04040
7 CALL EON (BOBLB2,M,N,IOUT,X,Y,OPTS) 04050
RETURN 04060
END 04070
SUBROUTINE EQN (BO,BI,B2,M,N,IOUT,X,YDPTS) 04080
C*** THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES DATA POINTS FROM THE CALCULATED 04090
C*** EQUATION TO BE USED IN PLOTTING PROGRAM "ABPLOT'. 04100
DIMENSION X(500),Y(500) 04110
DOUBLE PRECISION XY,DPTSXFIRSTXLASTXLA XINCR,80,B 1,B2,,N 04120
LOTS = OPTS 04130
XFIRST : X(1 04140
XLAST X(9) 04150
DPTS * LPTS 04160
XINCR = (XLAST - XFIRST) / DPTS 04170
WRITE (IOUT,1) 04180
WRITE (IOUT,2) LPTS 04190
1 FORMAT ('Y = BO + Bl*(X**MI + B2*(X**N)' ) 04200
2 FORMAT (13 , -1 -1 0') 04210
X(c) - XFIRST 04220
DO 3 Il1,LPTS 04230
Y(I) -80 B 81(X(IlI*M) +..B2*(X(I)**NI 04240
X(II+1 = X(l) + XINCR 04250
3 WRITE (IOUT,4) X(l),Y(I) 04260
4 FORMAT (2E15.7) 04270
RETURN 04280
END 04290
SUBROUTINE SUM (X,YNPTSBOB1,B2,M,NvA) 04300
DIMENSION A(5i6),X(00),Y(500) 04310
DOUBLE PRECISION X,YBOtBI,BZtMtNAPTSSXMYR2 04320





























XM ' X(I) ** M
XN = X( I) ** N
X2M - XM ** 2
X2N = XN *· 2
R = DLOG(X(I ))
R2 = R ** 2.
SY = SY + Y( I)
SXM = SXM + XM
SXN = SXN * XN
SXMY = SXMY + (XM * Y I )
SX2M = SX2M + X2M
SXMXN = SXMXN + (XM * XN)
SXNY = SXNY + (XN * Y(I)
SX2N = SX2N + X2N
SXMYR = SXMYR + (XM * YlI) * R)
SXMR = SXMR + (XM * RI
SX2MR = SX2MR + (X2M * RI
SXMXNR = SXMXNR + (XM * XN * R)
SX'YR = SXNYR + (XN * Y(I) * R)
SXNR = SXNR * (XN * R)
SX2NR = SX2NR + (X2N * RI
SXMR2 = SXMR2 + (XM * R2)
SX2MR2 = SX2MR2 +* X2M * R2)
SXMNR2 - SXMNR2 + IXM * XN * R21
SXMYR2 = SXMYR2 + (XM * Y(l * R2)
SXNR2 = SXNR2 + (XN * R2)
SX2NR2 = SX2NR2 + {XZN 4 R2»
SXMYR2 = SXNYR2 * XN * Y7I) * R2)
A 1, 1) = PTS
A( 1,2) = SXM
A(1,3) = SXN
A(1,4) = 81 * SXMR
A( 1, 5) = 82 * SXNR
A{1,6) = -(PtS*BO · BI*SXM + B2*SXN - SY)
A(2, ,) = SXM
A2.,2) = SX2M
A(2.3) =SXMXN
A(2, 4) = B0*SXMR + 2.0*B1*SX2MR + B2*SXMXNR - SXMYR
A(2,5) = B2*SXMXNR





A(3,5) = BO*SXNR + BI*SXMXNR * 2.0*B2*SX2NR - SXNYR




A(4,4) = BO*SXMR2 + 2.0*B1*SX2MR2 + B2*SXMNR2 - SXMYR2
A(4,5) B2*SXMNR2





A(5,5) = BO*SXNR2 + B1*SXMNR2 + 2.0*B2*SX2NR2 - SXNYR2



























































































C SIMEON === SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 05200
C 05210
SUBROUTINE SIMEON (ANRNCI 05220
C****** SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 05230
C**l,«,«,,~, MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS = A 05240
C«****N MR = NUMBER OF ROWS IN A 05250
C*««***. NC = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN A 05260
DIMENSION A(5,6),R(100) 05270
OOUBLE PRECISION AtR,DT 05280
IF(NR - NC) 4,4,3 05290
3 NCT = NC 05300
GO TO 5 05310
4 NCT = NR 05320
5 K = I 05330
D = 1. 05340
7 IF(A(K K)) 12,8,12 05350
C****** DIAGONAL=O, FIND A ROW WITH A NON-ZERO ELEMENT 05360
C****** AND INTERCHANGE THE ROWS 05370
8 DO 9 1 = K,NR 05380
IF(A(I,K)) 10,9,10 05390
9 CONTINUE 05400
C****** IF THERE IS NO NON-ZERO ELEMENT, PROBLEM IS COMPLETE 05410
GO TO 17 05420
C****** INTERCHANGE ROW I AND ROW K 05430
10 DO 11 J = 1,NC 05440
T = AII,J 05450
A( I,J ) = A(K,J) 05460
11 A(K,J) = T 05470
C****** CORRECT THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR ROW K 05480
12 DO 16 1 = 1.NR 05490
IF( I - K) 13,16,13 05500
13 DO 14 J = 1,NC 05510
14 R(J) = (A(I,J)*AK,K) - A(I,K)*A(K,J))/D 05520
DO 15 J = 1,NC 05530
15 All.J) = RJ) 05540
16 CONTINUE 05550
D = A(K,K) 05560
K = K + 1 05570




C LINREG === LINEAR REGRESSION 05620
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO 05630
C JUNE 16, 1975 05640
C · '05650
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE STRAIGHT LINE 05660
C RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAIRS OF X,Y-DATA 05670
C 05680
SUBROUTINE LINREG (XY,NPTS,INTCPT,SLOPE) 05690
DIMENSION X(10),Y(IC) 05700
DOUBLE PRECISION XtY,LY,SUMX,SUMX2,SUMY,SUMY2,SUMXY,SLOPE,INTCPT 05710
DOUBLE PRECISION Q01,02,PTS 05720
PTS = NPTS 05730
SUMY = O. 05740
SUMX =. 05750
SUMX2 = O. 05760
SUMXY = 0. 05770
SUMINT = O. 05780
DO I I=1,NPTS 05790
SUMY = SUMY + Y(l) 05800
SUMX = SUMX + Xi() 05810
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + (X(I) ** 2) 05820
I SUMXY = SUMXY + (X(I) * Y(l)) 05830
Ql = SUMXY - ISUMX * SUMY)/PTS 05840
02 = SUMX2 - (SUMX ** 2)/PTS 05850
SLOPE = Ql/02 05860




C PLOTVS === PLOTTING POINTS FOR V AND SW 05910
C 05920
SUBROUTINE PLOTVS (X,Y DPTS.CONSTl,CONST2) 05930
DIMENSION ITITLE(20),XI500),Y(500),X1(3),Y113) 05940
DIMENSION V(300),SW(300),SV(300)DOP(500),WPRESS(500) 05950
DOUBLE PRECISION M,NMU,UO,AWR,EOVOL,X,Y,XI,Y1,VSW,SV,OP 05960
DOUBLE PRECISION WPRESS,CONSTI,CONST2,SLOPE,INTCPT 05970
COMMON ITITLE,NPTS,IOUT.JOUT,KOUT 05980
COMMON M,N,MU,UO,AWR,E6VOL 05990
NCOUNT = 0 06000
LPTS = DPTS/3.0 06010
WRITE (JOUT,1) 06020
WRITE (KOUT,1) 06030
WRITE (JOUT.2) LPTS 06040
WRITE (KOUT,21 LPTS 06050
1 FORMAT i ') 06060




J = 1 06090
K 1 06100
3 Xl(1) = X(J) 06110
XI(21 = XUJ+1) 06120
Xl(3) = X(J+2) 06130
Y1 1) = Y(J) 06140
Y1(2) 2 Y(J+I) 06150
Yl(3) = Y(J+2) 06160
CALL LINREG (XI,Yli3tINTCPT#SLOPE) 06170
EQ1 INTCPT/CONST1 06180
E02 = DABS(SLOPE)/(CONST1*CONST2) 06190
V(K» = (EQ2/EQI) e* .333333 06200
SWK) .= DSQRT((INTCPT*DSQRT(V(K)I)/(CONSTI*UO)) 06210
SV(K) = SW(K)/V(K) 06220
OP(K) = ((X1(2)**.333333)/M) ** (1/N) 06230
WPRESS(K) = DPIK) /-980.665 06240
WRITE (JOUT,4) WPRESSIK),V(K) 06250
WRITE (KOUT,4) WPRESS(K),SWIK) 06260
4 FORMAT (2E15.7) 06270
J = J + 3 06280
K = K + 1 06290
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + I 06300




FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.63 MM.
7.4633 11.6833 14.9100 17.5500 19.8000 21.8667 23.6967 25.2900 26.7633
6.7979 78.5667 26.0000 65132.2
6.1767 1.0338 0.8665 0.7039 0.5848 0.4851 0.4124 0.3536 F-65AVE
FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.05 MM.
7.1475 11.1175 14.1275 16.6725 18.9375 20.8.100 22.5775 24.2050 25.6825
9.7035 78.2499 23.1250 62375.0
7.2896 1.2830 1 0754 0.8736 0.7258 0.6021 0.5118 0.4388 F-20AVE
FIELD FRACTION RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.94 MM.
9.2700 14.9000 19.5067 23.4800 27.1100 30.4233 33.3600 36.1167 38.6800
16.8514 81.1000 24.4000 97743.3
11.2539 2.0327 1.7037 1.3841 1.1498 .0.9538 0.8109 0.6952 F-10AVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.74 MM.
6.6767 10.8633 14.3600 17.4400 20.0733 22.5233 24.7666 26.8633 28.8267
11.2212 84.9000 20.1667 75825.4
8.8940 1.6190 1.3570 1.1024 0.9158 0.7597 0.6458 0.5537 B-6511AV
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.07 MM.
6.1280 10.1960 13.5600 16.5120 19.1300 21.5700 23.8380 26.0020 27.9060
15.3695 87.3800 23.5000 74956.9
10.9453 2.0490 1.7174 1.3952 1.1590 0.9615 0.8174 0.7008 B-65IAVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.98 MM.
8.6375 14.4900 19.3725 23.7925 27.8100 31.5525 35.0875 38.3225 41.1600
20.8284 87.6000 23.7000110658.8
13.3006 2.5497 2.1370 1.7361 1.4422 1.1964 1.0171 0.8720 B-20AVE
FLOC FRACTION RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 4.13 MM.
8.1100 13.5100 18.1433 22.5133 26.3867 30.1700 33.8033 37.2933 40.7133
30.3815 89.9666 26.8000111436.7
11.5314 2.2036 1.8469 1.5004 1.2465 1.0340 0.8790 0.7536 B-10AVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 65 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 1.49 MM.
6.71 10.93 14.28 17.08 19.62 21.73 23.84 25.77 27.42 W-65-IF
9.8641 77.3 21.9 66882.94 W-65-1F
8.5246 1.5735 1.3188 1.0714 0.8900 0.7383 0.6277 0.5381 W-65AVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 20 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 2.76 MM.
6.29 9.82 12.90 15.50 17.76 19.97 22.00 23.80 25.39 W-20-1F
17.1414 77.3 21.4 61389.57 W-20-1F
13.9570 2.7308 2.2888 1.8594 1.5447 1.2814 1.0893 0.9339 W-20AVE
WHOLE PULP RETAINED ON 10 MESH FIBER LENGTH = 3.88 MM.
8.00 13.40 17.75 21.77 25.33 28.72 31.95 34.86 37.65 W-10-1F
24.8004 77.3 21.3 90146.69 W-10-IF
17.9365 3.4449 2.8874 2.3457 1.9486 1.6165 1.3742 1.1782 W-O10AVE
WHOLE PULP -- NOT CLASSIFIED
6.07 9.50 12.30 14.69 16.83 18.80 20.65 22.37 23.88 W-NC-AF
13.5742 77.3 22.5 58602.66 W-NC-AF
10.9475 2.1378 1.7918 1.4557 1.2093 1.0032 0.8528 0.7311 W-NCAVE
99999999999999999999
/END CARD READ, JOB TERMINATED
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FILT. PAO WT. = 6.7979 G.



















EQ. VOL. = 65132.20 CC.










CONSISTENCY * 0.010 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. = 6.1767 G.





































HYDROOYNAqIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE













































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME * 2.83 CC./G..
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW - 6548.77 SOCM./G.


















































FILT. PAD WT. = 9.7035 G. EO.











































10. 9807. .1066E 08 0.0510
20. 19613. .1370E 08 0.0666
30. 29420. .1617E 08 0.0779
40. 39227. .1827E 08 0.0870
50. 49033. .2011E 08 0.0948
60. 58840. .2196E 08 0.1017
70. 68647. .2362E 08 0.1079
80. 78453. .2517E 08 0.1136
90. 88260. .2669E 08 0.1189
M =0.486D-02 N -0.3848
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE
PRESSURE V SW
CM. H2D CC./G. SQCM./G. SQt
10. 4.14 5435.06 13
20. 3.52 5412.05 1!
30. 3.18 5424.29 1I
40. 2.96 5446.19 1f
50. 2.79 5471.41 I
60. 2.66 5497.68 2(
70. 2.55 5524.06 21
80. 2.46 5550.12 2;
90. 2.38 5575.64 2:
AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
















SW - 5481.83 SOCM./G.



















































FILT. PAD WT. -16.8514 G. EQ.





















CONSISTENCY - 0.017 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =11.2539 G.





































HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE


































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = 2.62 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW - 4350.18 SUCM./G.










































Appendix VII (Continued) .



















FILT. PAD WT. -11.2212 G. EQ.


































FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE





































HYDRDDYNAHIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE


































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME - 2.55 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE. SW - 4975.54 SOCM./G.






























































FILT. PAD WT. 115.3695 G.



















EQ. VOL. = 74956.90 CC.























FILTRATION RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE





































HYOROOYNA4IC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE


































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME - 2.45 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE. SW =
































































FILT. PAD WT. =20.8284 G. EQ.





















CONSISTENCY = 0.019 PERCENT
COMP. PAD MT. =13.3006 G.







































































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME * 2.32 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 3856.44 SQCM./G.






























































FILT. PAD WT. -30.3815 G. EO.









































































































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = 2.08 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SWN 3256.37 SQCM./G.






























































FILT. PAD WT. = 9.8641 G.



















EQ. VOL. = 66882.94 CC.










CONSISTENCY = 0.015 PERCENT
COMP. PAD MT. - 8.5246 G.








10. 9807. .1192E 08
20. 19613. .1464E 08
30. 29420. .1680E 08
40. 39227. .1873E 08
50. 49033. .2038E 08
60. 58840. .2209E 08
70. 68647. .2349E 08
80. 78453. .2483E 08












HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE













































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME * 2.76 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW * 5690.46 SQCM./G.


















































FILT. PAD WT. =17.1414 G.










EQ. VOL. - 61389.57 CC.










CONSISTENCY - 0.028 PERCENT
COMP. PAO WT. -13.9570 G.








10. 9807. .6637E 07
20. 19613. .8502E 07
30. 29420. .9709E 07
40. 39227. .1077E 08
50. 49033. .1175E 08
60. 58840. .1254E 08
70. 68647. .1328E 08
80. 78453. .1403E 08














































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = 2.90 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 4423.42 SQCM./G.





























































FILT. PAD WT. =24.8004 G. EO.





















CONSISTENCY = 0.028 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =17.9365 G.








10. 9807. .5284E 07
20. 19613. .6309E 07
30. 29420. .7144E 07
40. 39227. .767E 07
50. 49033. .8344E 07
60. 58840. .8831E 07
70. 68647. .9261E 07
80. 78453. .9700E 07












HYDROOYNA'IC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE


































AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = 2.39 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW * 3689.64 SQCM./G.






























































FILT. PAD WT. .13.5142 G.



















EQ. VOL. = 58602.66 CC.










CONSISTENCY - 0.023 PERCENT
COMP. PAD WT. =10.9475 G.
FILTRATIOD RESISTANCE AND MAT SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE








10. 9807. .8510E 07
20. 19613. .1088E 08
30. 29420. .1260t 08
40. 39227. .1407E 08
50. 49033. .1535E 08
60. 58840. .1649E 08
70. 68647. .1751E 08
80. 78453. .1847E 08
90. 88260. .1947E 08
M =0.13390-02
HYDROOYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME ANO SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE























AVERAGE VALUES FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME = 3.01 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 5065.61 SQCM./G.

































































HISTORICAL PROGRAM AND OUTPUT FOR CALCULATION OF Sw AND v
AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE FROM







C PRMEAT === PERMEATION DATA ANALYSIS
C
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C JANUARY 16, 1975
C'
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE HYDRODYNAMIC FIBER
C SPECIFIC SURFACE AND SPECIFIC VOLUME AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE
C USEING THE PERMEABILITY EQUATION DEVELOPED BY H. MEYER.
C
C THE PROGRAM IS DIVIDED INTO SEVERAL SUBROUTINES WHICH CALCULATE
C THE VARIOUS PARAMETERS NEEDED TO SOLVE THE EQUATION. THE
C FUNCTIONS OF EACH SUBROUTINE ARE EXPLAINED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE
C COMMENT STATEMENTS.
C








C DATA CARD I -- ANY TITLE, CENTERING ON THE CARD WILL
C ENSURE CENTERING ON OUTPUT.
C DATA CARD 2 -- THE FOLLOWING DATA IN 8F10.0 FORMAT.
C 1ST. 0.0. WT. OF MAT, G.
C 2ND. WET MAT THICKNESS, CM.
C 3RD. PERMEATION VELOCITY, CM./SEC.
C 4TH. WATER TEMP., DEG. C,
C DATA CARD 3 -- PRESSURE DROPS FOR TAPS 1 THRU 8
C DATA CARD 4 - PRESSURE DROPS FOR TAPS 9 THRU 12
C DATA CARD 5 -- MAT THICK. FROM COMPRESSIBILITY EXP.







DOUBLE PRECISION N,M,MATCON EXPM,EXPN,V,DPL DPZ,LZ,AWBCH20LVL
DOUBLE PRECISION MUU,H200DPZ,H20DPLB2,W,PDfHCKtAREA, P2, 0,Bl
DOUBLE PRECISION SWSV
COMMON MUUeM.N.L.DPL.AeBCtBOBIB2,EXPMEXPN
C*** K = 12, LAST TAP TO BE ANALYZED
K = 12
C*** SAVE FILE 'IOUT' " TO OBTAIN PLOTS OF ""CP**3 VS. F'"
IOUT = 2
C*** SAVE FILE 'JOUTe" TO OBTAIN PUNCHED OUTPUT OF '"P,V,SWSV"'
JOUT = 1
C*** SAVE FILE ''KOUT " e TO OBTAIN PLOTS OF ''DPZ/DPL VS. Z/LL'
KOUT - 3
C*** SAVE FILE "LOUT'' TO OBTAIN PLOTS OF 'SOLIDS CONC. VS. PRESS.'
LOUT = 1





























ODPZ(I) - OH20DP(Il * 980.638
3 DPZ(I) = OH20DP(I) * 980.638
AREA a 45.58
BW z W / (L * AREA)
IF IT-20) 44,45
4 ETA - (1301.998.33338.1855*(T-20.)+.00585*((T-20.)**2»t)
MU 2 10. ** (ETA - 3.30233)
GO TO 6
5 ETA - (1.3272*(20.-TI-.001053*e(T-20.)**2))/(T+105.)
MU = I10. ** ETA) * .01002




DO 8 1-1 12









































IF (LIN-12) 10,9 7
9 WRITE (MOUT,9059
WRITE (MOUT,9060)



























9005 FORMAT (13,' 2 2 -1 3')
9006 FORMAT ('PRESSURE, CM. H20')
9007 FORMAT ('SPEC. VOLUME, CC./Go')
9008 FORMAT I'(CL<(DPZ/DPL)**N)**3')
9009 FORMAT 4'F')
9011 FORMAT ('PRESSURE. DYNES/SQCM.')
9012 FORMAT ('SOLIDS CONC., G./CC.')
9013 FORMAT (1' 7 2 2 -1 3')
9014 FORMAT ('Z/L')
9015 FORMAT (*DPZ/DPL '





9120 FORMAT (4F 10.0, 2 8X12 8X FlO..12)
9021 FORMAT ( IH 6X * *********q~ ****t ****N******** ***
«*«*«$4i«»«4*»***$$$***»******«***»***** )
9022 FORMAT 1' ',16X,' 0e85X *'*')
9023 FORMAT I' ',16X,'*',3X 20A4,2Xe*')
9024 FORMAT (' ',16X, ** ********************************
***«««***»*4*ssi **ss*s «*«**4***********' ,//)
9025 FORMAT ( 'O''ORIGINAL DATA'J
9026 FORMAT j, '…, .......... *,//)
9027 FORMAT ('O'0lOXe'MAT SOLIDS CONC. ',12X,'s .F0I.4,' G./CC.')
9028 FORMAT ('0°,IOX,'0.D. MAT WT., W',14X,'=',FI0.4,' G.')
9029 FORMAT ('0',1OX,'MAT THICKNESS, L'13X,'=',F8.2' CM.')
9030 FORMAT ('0',IOX,'TOTAL PRESSURE DROP, DPL',5X,'='*F8.2,
*' CM. H20')
9031 FORMAT (' 0' OX, 'PERMEATION VELOCITY, U',7X,'=',Fl2.6,
*' CM./SEC.')
9032 FORMAT ('0',lOX,'WATER TEMPERATURE, T',9X'=',F7.1,' DEG. C.')
9033 FORMAT ('0'.IOX,'WATER VISCOSITY AU'eloxe'=e'F12.6 ' POISES't//)
9034 FORMAT ('0'IOX;'PERMEATION EXPERIMENT',35X.COMPRESSIBILITY EXPE
*RIMENT')
9035 FORMAT ('0'O26X,'Z'e19X oDPZ')
9036 FORMAT ('0I,1OX:'PRESSURE DISTANCE',62X 'MAT MAT SOLIDS')
9037 FORMAT (' ',12X,'TAP',8X,'FROM TOP',6X,'PRESSURE TAP READING',14X,
* 'PRESSURE'IlX,'THICKNESS CONCENTRATION')
9038 FORMAT (' 1,11X,'NUMBER',7Xe'OF MAT')
9039 FORMAT (' 's25Xe'CM.e'B8X,'CM. H20',4X,'DYNES/SQCM.',8X,'CM. H20',
* 3X.'DYNES/SOCM.' 6X,'CMo.'7X.'G./CC.',//)
9040 FORMAT ('0' 13X,12,8XgF7o47XF6.2,4XF9.210OXeF6o.26XF7.0,6X,
* F6.4, 6XF6.4)
9041 FORMAT ('0 ',13X 12,8XF7.4,7X,F6.2,4XF9-.2
9042 FORMAT ('O'l///e
9043 FORMAT ('O''COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS')
9044 FORMAT l' '.'… .---------  .',//)
9045 FORMAT (O',IOX,'M = °,Ell.4)
9046 FORMAT ('O',IOX.'N = ',F7.4)
9047 FORMAT (:'0''EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS')
9048 FORMAT ('
9049 FORMAT ('O',lOX'DPZ/DPL = A * (IZ/L)**B) * EXPIC*Z/L)',5X,'F = B
*0 + B1*(X**EXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN) e )
9050 FORMAT ('0'tIOX»'WHERE ... 34X,'WHERE...')
9051 FORMAT ('O',SX,'A = ',F9.5,29X,'BO = ',El2.5 5X,'EXPM = ',E12.5)
9052 FORMAT 1'0'o15X,'B = ',F9.5,29Xe'B1 s '- E12.5 5X,'EXPN 'E12.5)
9053 FORMAT ('O',15X,'C = ',F9.5 29X 'B2 = ',E12.5
9054 FORMAT ('0','HYDROOYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME ANOD SURFACE AS FUNCTION
*S OF PRESSURE')
9055 FORMAT 4' ','------- ----- --- -- ----- - -----
-- ' /-------/I
9056 FORMAT (' ',15X'PRESSURE' lX 'V',13X,'SWe.l6X,'SV')
9057 FORMAT 1' ',15X,'CM. H20',10X, CC./G.'8X,'SQCM./G.',9X,
*' SQCM ./CC' //)
9058 FORMAT ('O,15X,F6.2IIX, F5.2,T7XFIO.27X,F10.2)
9059 FORMAT ('0','HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE')
9060 FORMAT (' ','… … .',/")
9061 FORMAT ('O'tOX,'STATIC LOAD = ' F6.2 ' CM. H20',5X,
* 'FLUID PRESSURE DROP = ',F5.2,e C'M. H20') I
9062 FORMAT ('O'10OXW'AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V' ',F4.2,' CC./G.)
9063 FORMAT ('O',IOX,'AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = ',F7.2,
* ' SQCM./G.')
9064 FORMAT ('0',IOX,'AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SV = ',F7.2,




OATFIT === DATA FITTING
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO FIT EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF DPZ/DPL
C VS. Z/L TO THE EXPRESSION.
C DPZ/DPL = A * (Z/L)**B * EXP(C * (Z/L))

















Z(I) = L - (.3084 + 112 - I) * .3810)
X2I1) = Z(I)/L
IF (ZI I) 1,1,2
1 OPZ I) = 0.0
2 YIl) * DPZ(I)/DPL
3 WRITE (KOUT.9005) X21)I,YII)
00 5 I=J K
IF (Zll ) 5,5,4
4 DLNYII) = DLOGIY(I))
SUMY = SUMY + OLNYII)
Xl a DLOG(X2(I))
SUMXl = SUMXl + XI
SSOXI = SSQXl + (Xl**21
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + X2(1)
SSQX2 SSQX2 * (X2(I1**21
SXIX2 = SXlX2 + (XI * X2(I)
SUMXIY = SUMXIY + (XI * DLNY(I))
SUMX2Y = SUMX2Y + (X2<11 * DLNY(I)I
COUNT = COUNT + 1.
5 CONTINUE






Al( 2,3) = SXIX2
AI(2,41 = SUMXIY
Al3,1 ) AlI(,3)





B = Al(2,4) / A1(2,2)
C = All 3,4) / A13,3)




ZLINCR = (X2(K) - X21J)I/ 200.
00DO 6 1=1,200
DPZDPL = A * (ZL**B) * EXP(C*ZL)
WRITE (KOUT,9005) ZL,ODPZDPL
6 ZL = ZL + ZLINCR
C*** DATA SMOOTHING
DO 7 I=J,K
7 DPZ(I) r DPL * ((A * (ZII)/L)**B) * DEXPtC*Z(I)/L))
RETURN
9005 FORMAT (2E15.7)
9006 FORMAT (I'OPZ/DPL = A * ((Z/L)**B1 * EXP(C*Z/L)'I
9007 FORMAT ('200 -1 -1 0')
END





IF(NR - NC) 2,2,1
I NCT = NC
GO TO 3
2 NCT = NR
3 K = I
O = 1.
4 IF(A(K,K)) 9,5,9




7 DO 8 J = I,NC
T = A( I,JI
AIIJ) = AIK,JI
8 A(K,J) = T
9 DO 13 1 = I,NR
IFII - K) 10,13,10
10 00 11 J - l,NC
It1 RIJ) . (A(I,J)*AK,K) - A(l,K)*A(K,J)I/D
D00 12 J = INC









C SOLCON === SOLIDS CONCENTRATION
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE MAT SOLIDS
C CONCENTRATION FROM MEASUREMENTS OF PAD THICKNESS AND THE
C O.0. WT. OF THE MAT. THE PROCEDURE INVOLVES A LEAST SQUARES







DOUBLE PRECISION MATCONLMCLDP2 SUMYSUYSMY2YSUMXSUMX2,SUMXYQIL










MATCON(l) = W / (PDTHCK(L) * AREA)
DO 1 I 2,IPTS
CMH2O(I) OP2(I) / 980.638
MATCON(I) = W / (PDTHCK(I) * AREA)
LMCI 1) = DLOG4MATCON(I}})
LDP2(I) = DLOG(DP2(1))
SUMY - SUMY + LMC(I)
SUMY2 = SUMY2 + (LMC(I) ** 2)
SUMX = SUMX + LDP2(I)
SUMX2 - SUMX2 + (LDP2(l) *L 21
1 SUMXY = SUMXY +* (LMC(II * LDPZ(I»)
Ql = ( PTS * SUMXY) - (SUMX * SUMY)
02 = ( PTS * SUMX2) - ISUMX ** 2)
N = QI/Q2
DO 2 I12,NPTS
2 SUMM = SUMM + IMATCON(I) / IDP21(I) 4** N))
M = SUMM / PTS




XINCR = (DP2(8) - DP2(2)1/100.
X = DP212)
DO 5 1=1,100
Y = M * X ** N
WRITE (LOUT 90061 XY
5 X = X * XINCR
RETURN
9006 FORMAT (2E15.71
9007 FORMAT (IC = M * DELTAP ** N')
9008 FORMAT ('100 -2 -2 0')
END
SUBROUTINE PISTON (H20LVL PDTHCKDP2)
DIMENSION DP2(8),OISSUB(8SVOLDIS(81),PDTHCK12)
DOUBLE PRECISION H20LVL DP2 PODTHCK
C*** CUMULATIVE WEIGHT IN GRAMS
DP2(2) = 345.90






C*** CONVERT WEIGHT INTO PRESSURE
00 1 1=2.8
DISSUBl) - H20LVL - PDTHCK(II
VOLDISII) = 10.**(.025164 * DISSUB(I) + 1.47138)
I DP2(I) = ((DP2(I) - VOLDIS(I)) / 45.58) * 980.665





C FVSX === FITS BEST CURVES TO PLOTS OF I'CP**3 VS. F''
SUBROUTINE FVSX (DPZiZ VfSWiSV,JtLINt K OUTDOPLO)
DIMENSION DPZ12,ZI2 1F (I) ) ,X(f2) ,SVl12),F 11 2 ),VI1 2 ),SW( 1 2 )





LPTS = LIN - J * 1
NPTS = K - J + 1
WRITE IIOUT,9017) NPTS
IF (OPLO) 3,3.1
I BOYNCY = 10.**(.025164 * (28. - L) * 1.47138)
DPLO = ((IDPLO - BOYNCY)/45.58)*980.665
3 CL = M * (DPL + DPLOI ** N
0 = OPL/(MU * L * U * KI * (CL**1.5))
DO 4 I=JK
X(I) - ICL**3) * I(DPZII)/DPLI**13*N))
FII) = Q * (C + (B*L/ZII))l*((DPZ(I)/DPL)**(1-1.5*Nl)
4 WRITE (IOUT,9018) X(I),F(I)
DPLO = DPLO/980.638
IF (LPTS- 1) 9,9,5
C*** CALCULATION OF SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR THE INITIAL PORTION OF THE
C*** ''CP**3 VS. F'' PLOT. THIS PORTION IS USUALLY LINEAR AT LOW OPZ.
5 CALL LINREG (X,F,LPTSINTCPTSLOPE,J,LIN)
BO = INTCPT
B2 = SLOPE
WRITE ( IOUT, gOI9019 INTCPT,SLOPE
WRITE (IOUT,9020)
XLINCR = (X(LIN) - XIJ)/IO.
XL = X(J)
DO 7 11,2
FL = INTCPT + SLOPE * XL
WRITE (IOUT,9018) XLFL
7 XL = X(LIN> + XLINCR
DO 8 I=JLIN
V(I - (SLOPE/IINTCPT*K2)1 ** .333333
SW(I) = DSQRTIINTCPT * DSQRT(V(I)))
8 SVII) = SWII) / VII)
IF (K - LIN) 15.15,9
9 CALL CRVFIT (XFBOBl,B2,EXPMEXPN,LIN K IOUT)
C*** CALCULATION OF SLOPE AND INTERCEPT USING PLOT OF *'CP**3 VS. F''
IF (LPTS - 1I 11,11.10
10 LIN = LIN + 1
11 DO 14 I=LIN,K
Fill) = BO + Bl*X(I.)**EXPM) * B2*(X(I)**EXPNI
SLOPE = EXPM*BI*(X(I)**(EXPM-1.)) + EXPN*B2*(X(I)**(EXPN-I.))
INTCPT = Fil(I) - SLOPE * X(I)
IF (INTCPT) 14 14,12
12 IF (SLOPE) 14,14,13
13 V(I) = (SLOPE/IINTCPT*K2)) ** 0.333333
SW(I) = DSORT(INTCPT * DSORT(V(I)))
SVII) z SW( I / V(II
14 CONTINUE
15 WRITE (1,9016) (I,VV(II,SWII),IJ,K)
RETURN
9016 FORMAT (3 I,15,5XtF6.2,5XF10.2)
9017 FORMAT (13 1 - 3')
9018 FORMAT (2E;5.7)
9019 FORMAT ('F = ',E7. Z, * ,E7.2,' * CP3 '
9020 FORMAT (I 2-1- 0')
END
C LINREG ==2 LINEAR REGRESSION
C ANTHONY P. BINOTTO
C JUNE 16, 1975
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE STRAIGHT LINE










SUMY = SUMY + YII)
SUMX = SUMX + X(I)
SUMX2 - SUMX2 * (XIIl ** 21
1 SUMXY = SUMXY * (IXI) * Y(II)
01 = SUMXY - (SUMX *.SUMY)/PTS
Q2 - SUMX2 - (SUMX ** 21/PTS
SLOPE = 01/02






CURVE ==== CURVE FITTING
SUBROUTINE CRVFIT(XIY,BO,B1 B2,MN,JK,IOUT)
DIMENSION X 112),Y I12),A(5.6
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,BO,Bl,B2,M,NiA6ORIGM,ORIGN
DOUBLE PRECISION DELBODELBI ,DELB2,DELM,DELN
NPTS = K - J + 1
C**** INITIAL VALUES OF BO, B, AND M ESTIMATED BY 'SUBROUTINE XM'
CALL EXPONM (X,Y,NPTS,BOBIM,J,K)
B2 = 1000.
C N = 0.48
C*** DATA FIT MAY BE IMPROVED AT THE EXPENSE OF CALCULATION TIME
C*** BY DECREASING THE VALUE OF 'TEST'.
TEST = .1OE06





2 CALL SUM (XYNPTS»BOBIB2,M.N,AJK)
CALL SIMEQ (A 5,6)
DELBO = A(1,6) / At 1,1
DELBI = A(2,6> / A(2,2)
DELB2 = A(3,61 / A(3,3)
DELM A14,6) / A(4,4)
DELN = A(5,6) / A(5,5)
TEST2 = DELBO + DELBI + DELB2 + DELM + DELN
DIFF. a 1EST2 - TESTI
IF (ABS(DIFF)-TEST) 6,6,3
3 TEST1 = TEST2
NCOUNT - NCOUNT + 1
BO = BO + DELBO
Bl = Bl + DELBI
B2 = B2 + DELB2
IF (NCOUNT-ICO) 2,2,4
4 NCOUNT = 0
M = M + DELM
N = N * DELN
MCOUNT = MCOUNT + I
IF (MCOUNT - 04) 2,2,5
5 M = ORIGM
N = ORIGN * 0.01
GO TO I
6 CALL EON (BO,BI,B2,MN,IOUT,X,J,K)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE EQN === GENERATION OF PLOTTING POINTS
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES DATA POINTS FROM THE CALCULATED




NPTS = 200 ,
OPTS = NPTS\





R = BO + Bl * (P ** M) +* 2 * (P ** N)
WRITE (lOUT 9004) PR
I P 1 P + XINCR
RETURN
9002 FORMAT ('F = BO + BI*(CP3**',F4.2,') + B2*(CP3**',F4.2,'*))




C SUBROUTINE SUM === CALCULATION OF SUM OF SQUARES
C
































XM = XI) I* M
XN - X(ll) * N
X2M = XM ** 2
X2N - XN ** 2
R = OLOG(X(I))
R2 a R ** 2
SY = SY + Y(I)
SXM M SX  * XM
SXN = SXN + XN
SXMY SXNY + (XM * Y(1))
SX2M - SX2M + X2M
SXMXN = SXMXN + IXM * XN)
SXNY - SXNY + (XN * YlI))
X2N = SX2N + X2N
SXMYR = SXMYR + IXM * Y(I) * RI
SXMR = SXMR + (XM * R)
SX2MR = SX2MR + (X2M * R)
SXMXNR = SXMXNR + (XM * XN * R)
SXNYR = SXNYR + IXN * YdIl * R)
SXNR = SXNR + (XN * R)
SX2NR = SX2NR + (X2N * R)
SXMR2 = SXMR2 + (XM * R2)
SX2MR2 = SX2MR2 + (X2M * R2)
SXMNR2 = SXMNR2 + (XM · XN * R2)
SXMYR2 = SXMYR2 + (XM * YE!) * R2)
SXNR2 = SXNR2 + (XN * R2)
SX2NR2 = SX2NR2 + (X2N * R2)
I SXNYR2 = SXNYR2 + (XN ·Ydll * R2)
A(l,l) = PTS
Al, 2) = SXM
A( 13) = SXN
A(1,4) = Bl * SXMR
A(1,5) -B2 * SXNR
A(l, 6) -(PTS*BO + B1*SXM + B2*SXN - SY)
A(2,1) = SXM
A( 2,2) SX2M
A(2 3) = SXMXN
A(2,4) = BO*SXMR * 2.0*BI*SX2MR + 82*SXMXNR - SXMYR
A12,5) = B2*SXMXNR
A(3, 1 -SXNA(12 6 = -IBO*SXM + Bl*SXZM + B2*SXMXN - SXMY)A(3,2) - SXMXN
A(3,3) = SX2N
A(3,4) = SXMXNR
A(3,5) BO*SXNR + B1*SXMXNR * 2.0*B2*SX2NR - SXNYR




A(4,4) = BO*SXMR2 + 2.0*B1*SX2MR2 + B2*SXMNR2 - SXMYR2
A14,5) = B2*SXMNR2





A(5,5) - BO*SXNR2 + Bl*SXMNR2 + 2.0*B2*SX2NR2 - SXNYR2
A(5,6) = -(BO*SXNR + BI*SXMXNR + 82*SX2NR - SXNYR)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE SIMEQN === SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
SUBROUTINE SIMEO I(ANR NC)
DIMENSION A(5,6),R(I00)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,R,D,T
IF(NR - NC) 2,2,1
1 NCT = NC
GO TO 3








7 00 8 J 1 I,NC
T =-AII,J)
A( I,JI = A(K,J)
8 At K J ) = T
9 DO 13 I = INR
IFIl - K) 10,13,10
10 DO 11 J 1,NC
11 R(J) = (A(I,J)*A(K,K) - A(I,KI*A<K,J))/D
DO 12 J = 1,NC
12 All( J) = RIJ)
13 CONTINUE
D = A(K,K)
K = K + I






















XM = XII) *I M
SUMXM = SUMXM + XM
SUMX2M = SUMX2M + (XM**2)
SUMY = SUMY + Y(l)
7 SUMXMY = SUMXMY + (XM * Y(I))
01 = SUMXMY - (SUMXM-* SUMY)/PTS
02 = SUMX2M - (SUMXM ** 21/PTS
BI = Q01 / 02
80 = (SUMY - Bl * SUMXMI / PTS
S = DSQRT(80**2 + Bl*+2)





9 J J + 1
M = M + UNIT





FIELD CN 65 MESH, RUN
CRICINAL DATA
MAT SOLIDS CUNC.
0.0. MAT WI., W
MAT THICKNESS, L













= 60.00 CM. H20
0.577000 CM./SEC.










































F = BO + RlItX**EXPM) + B2*IX**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.22525C 09 EXPM = 0.1354UU CO
81 = -0.185380 10 EXPN = 0.228020 CO
e2 = 0.272340 10



























































































FIELD CN 65 MESH, RUN 2
ORIGINAL DATA
MAT SOLIDS CONC.
0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L






























































































OPZ/OPL = A * I(Z/L)*I*8 * EXPIC4Z/L) F 60 + B1*IX**EXPMI * B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE... WHERE...
A - 0.09231 BO * 0.318880 09 EXPM - 0.141300 CO
B = C.95777 HI 8 -0.388260 10 EXPN = 0.199251 00
C = 2.42722 R2 * 0.476470 10














































* FIELD ON 20 MESH, RUN 1
MAT SOLIDS CUNC.
O.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L












* 60.00 CM. H20
= 0.678000 CM./SEC.




































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _





F = 80 + 81*(X**EXPM) + B2*IX**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.124030 09 EXPM = 0.12960b 00
B1 = -0.809450 09 EXPN = 0.26458D CO
B2 = 0.161580 10


























































































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
' 0.748700 CM./SEC.









































EKPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS____________ --------- ---------





F = BO + B1eIX*EXPMI * R2*IX*«EXPN)
WHFRE...
80 = 0.112320 09
81 = -0.894470 09
R2 = 0.141770 10
EXPM = 0.130300 00
EXPN = 0.227661 CO


































































































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L


























































F 80B + KI*IX4*EXPM) + R2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = 0.174580 09 EXPM = 0.13900U CO
I1 = -0.273090 10 EXP'4 = 0.17953U CO
R2 = 0.310400 10
































































































* FIELD ON 10 MESH, RUN 2
ORIGINAL DATA
MAT SOLIDS CONC.
0.0. MAT MT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L













= 60.00 CM. H20
1.385200 CM./SEC.




































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSIANIS_........................__.__._.. _.._ _ _





F 80 + B1I(X**EXPMI + 82*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = 0.164050 09 EXPM = 0.140701) 00
HI --0.270290 10 EXPN . 0.179550 CO
B2 = 0.305430 10































































































* FIELD ON 10 MESH, RUN 3
MAT SOLIDS CONC.
O.D. MAT NT., W
MAT IHICKNESS, L













PRTSAP"E FROM TOP PRESSURE TAP READING
NUMBER OF MAT






































PRESSURE THICKNESS CONCE NTRTION











































F = B8 + B1*(X**EXPM) + 82*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = 0.119470 09 EXPM = 0.13790D 00
bl8 -0.178460 1U. EXPN = 0.179510 00
B2 = 0.20468D 10




















































O.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L



















































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS........... -- -- -- -- - -- -- ----





F - 80 + BI*IX*eEXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.29920U 09 EXPM = n.1502UC Cu
81 = -0.642030 10 EXPN = O.1'966U CO
B2 = 0.693460 10
































































































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.455900 CM./SEC.









































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANI S





F = RO + Bl*(X**EXPPH * B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = 0.199620 09 EXPM = 0.1431CD CO
H8 = -0.338880 10 EXPN = 0.17959D 00
R2 = 0.375530 10

































































































0.0. MAT WT., N
MAT THICKNESS, L
























= 60.00 CM. H20
1.516600 CM./SEC.
































CM. H20 DYNES/SQCM. CM. G./CC.
0.0 0. 8.3700 0.03b6
6.36 6237. 5.7;00 0.0566
11.29 11067. 5.0450 0.0640
21.23 2CR16. 4.3750 0.0738
36.16 35462. 3.8300 0.0843
61.11 59928. 3.3200 0.0972
95.72 93864. 2.8800 0.1121




EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS_........................__.__._.. _.._ _ _





F = 80 + 81*(X*OEXPM) + 82*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
HO - 0.221730 09 EXPM = 0.145900 00
81 = -0.417810 10 EXPN - 0.179630 00
B2 = 0.458650 10
HYDROOYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE

















































O.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L












































F = BO + Bl*IX**EXPM) +
WHERE...
HO = 0.568480 07
Hl = 0.0
82 = 0.851280 10
H2*(X**EXPN)
EXPM = 0.0
EXPN = 0.200001) 00
HYDROOYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME ANO SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 19.96 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE OROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 2.97 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 3130.75 SOCM./G.





























































O.U. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L





































= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.556900 CM./SEC.










































































F = BO + il*IX*oEXPM) + 82*I(X*EXPN)
WHERE...
h0 = 0.669820 07 EXPM = 0.0
Ul 0.0 EXPN = .. 20000L CO
82 ' 0.697010 10
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 19.99 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 2.86 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 3366.86 SQCM./G.




1.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L













= 60.00 CM. H20
1.870200 CM./SEC.










































F . BO + RB*IIX*EXPM) + 82*(X**EXPNI
WHERE...
00 = 0.786510 07 EXPM = 0.0
HI = 0.0 EXPN = O.100000 01
42 = 0.18065D 10
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD - 54.55 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP D 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V ¥ 1.59 CC./(;.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW * 3149.86 SOCM./G.
















































O.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.U39900 CH./SEC.



























































PRESSURE THICKNESS C)NCENrRAII r N




































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CUNSA14NS...... . --...................




C = C. 7bOCl
F = BO + RI*(X**EXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
RO = 0.67684D 07 EXPM = 0
il = 0.0
B2 = 0.306050 lu
.u0
fXP:j = 0.20000' 30
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME ANU SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 40.04 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V =
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW
AVERAGC SPECIFIC SURFACE, SV








0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT JHICKNESS, L













= 60.00 CM. H20
1.011400 CM./SEC.




































FXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS........... -- ------ - --- -----





F = 80 + 81*IX**EXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
BO = 0.297370 09 EXPM = 0.145101 08
81 = -0.54785D 10 FXPN = 0.179620 00
B2 = 0.605580 10




























































































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
- 1.131500 CM./SEC.
















































F = 80 * B1*(X**EXPM) + 82*eIXeEXPN)
WHERE...
8O * 0.287510 09 EXPM = G.1457CD 00
81 o -0.545210 10 
5
XPN = 0.179620 CO
82 = 0.602460 10




























































































il.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L
TCTAL PRESSURE DkOP, DPL
PERMEATION VELOCITY, U
HATER TEMPERATURE, I










= 60.00 CM. H20
1.567100 CM./SEC.











































F = 80 + Bl*IX**EXPM)
WHERE...
BO = 0.654340 07
R1 = 0.0
B2 = 0.145640 11
+ 82*(.X**EXPN)
EXPM = 0.0
EXPN = 0.20000U 00
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
........ --- ________ ______ ___-______
STATIC LOAD = 19.93 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V =
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SV


















































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
1.425600 CM./SEC.

















































F = BO + 81B(X**EXPM) + B2*(X*eEXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.711340 07 EXPM = 0.0
81 = 0.0 EXPN = 0.200000 00
B2 = 0.159130 11
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 14.96 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME. V ° 3.40 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW D 3621.22 S.CM./G.

















































O.D. MAT WT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.880300 CM./SEC.


















































F = BO + B1*(X**EXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.621690 07 EXPM = 0.0
HI = 0.0 EXPN = 0.200000 CO
82 = 0.693490 10
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 29.91 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 2.69 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 3194.62 SQCM./G.

















































0.0. MAT WT., W
MAT IHICKNESS, L
























= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.486200 CM./SEC.















































































F = 80.+ 81*(X**EXP)M + 82*IX**EXPN)
WHERE...
80 = 0.827920 07 EXPM = 0.0
HI = 0.0 EXPN = 0.200000 00
H2 = 0.428560 10
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 20.06 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 2.09 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SwH 3458.12 SUCM./G.




0.0. MAT wT., W
MAT THICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
1.223600 CM./SEC.































































































EXPERIMENTAL EMPIRICAL CONSTANIS..............................- -





F = BO + B1(*X**EXPM) +
WHERE...
HO = 0.873420 07
Il = 0.0
B2 = 0.143730 11
B?*(X**FXPN)
FXPM = 0.0
EXPN = 0.200001) 00
hYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 20.07 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 3.07 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SUkFACE, SW = 3911.25 SOCM./G.





L.D. MAT WT., W
MAT IHICKNESS, L







= 60.00 CM. H20
= 1.102500 CM./StC.











































EXPERIMENTAL FMPIRICAL CONSTANTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _





F = BO + Bl*(X**EXPM) + B2*(X**EXPN)
WHERE...
HO = 0.106060 08 FXPM = 0.,
H1 = 0.0 EXPN = 0.20000D 00
02 = 0.11561D 11
HYDRODYNAMIC SPECIFIC VOLUME AND SURFACE
STATIC LOAD = 20.08 CM. H20 FLUID PRESSURE DROP = 60.00 CM. H20
AVERAGE SPECIFIC VOLUME, V = 2.67 CC./G.
AVERAGE SPECIFIC SURFACE, SW = 4164.54 SQCM./G.















































ANALYSIS OF INHERENT ASSUMPTION IN DETERMINING
SW AND v AS FUNCTIONS OF PRESSURE SIMULTANEOUSLY
During the analysis of average specific surface, <Sw>, and average specific
volume, <v>, from constant rate filtration and wet mat compressibility data,
Equations (29) and (46) are used; these are of the general form:
(48)
Equation (29) Equation (46)
57
Equation (31) is in the form of a straight line; therefore, a plot of Y vs.
X should be linear assuming <S > and <v> independent of X. That is:
(49)
(50)
In actuality, a plot of Y vs. X is not linear, and the nonlinearity has
been attributed to the dependence of <S > and <v> on X (41); such that:
where _ represents those terms containing d<S >/dX and d<v>/dX. Previously it
w
was believed that if Q was assumed negligible then <S > and <v> may be determined
as functions of X, and subsequently pressure, by dividing a plot of Y vs. X into
segments and applying Equations (51) and (52) to each segment. This procedure
was further improved by direct calculation of dY/dX using the numerical pro-
cedure discussed in the text.
But, Grace (61) and Nelson (53) have demonstrated this method of analysis
is valid only if Q is exactly equal to zero. Furthermore, Nelson (53) has
shown by analysis of this method of data reduction for Equation (29) that it is
equivalent to a further (and unstated) assumption represented by Equation (53).
Equation (53) represents the implied definition of <v>. Since Equation (53)
presently has no physical significance, it must be rejected as a plausable assump-
tion; and therefore Equation (29) may only be solved for a singular value of
<S > and <v>. The argument pertaining to Equation (46) is believed similar.
